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TONIGHT and Friday
cloudy; probably showers in north and cast-esections of the
state.
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WHEREAS opposing
forces in Poland each
claim victories, be it
resolved that someone
lied.
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Japanese Fleet Begins Operations
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commander of
uno of the allied armies near the Belgian border is quoted as having said
ytsterday :
"We shall most certainly ho in
Brussels under a month. I, myself
expect in a fortnight."
This probably represents the Impression obtained here, even though there
is to be found
little demonstrable
proof of any specific success so decisive in its consequences as to constitute a real victory or defeat. Meanwhile the anticipation of a German
evacuation of the Belgian const is
slill unrealized,, thoush if the British
fleet is able for a little time longer
to maintain undisturbed its present
point of vantage, it can assuredly render the few miles immediately abutting the seat untenable.
Whether the network of canals in
this part of Belgium will enable the
monitors to go inland has not yet
transpired.
The fighting, from all accounts, is
as stubborn as in any stage of the war
thus far. Every foot of the battleground in west Flanders is contested.
Every advantage is taken and
which
The rushing tactics
characterized the" first campaign are
being repeated and both sides say they
regularly repulse these onslaughts.
Judging from the French official
communication, the allies have acquir
ed a "holding" habit which was lacking In the earlier stages of the war,
when they were admittedly In- - a state
The reticency of
of unpreparedness.
the German intelligence department
largely baffles the attempts of un
biased observers to gauge the actual
situation, which when Berlin Is heard
from, may assume an entirely different aspect.
A. rumor comes from Ostend by way
of Holland that the allies have suc
ceeded in blowing up the railroad be
tween Brueges and Ghent. It is quite
stated here, that caval
possible, it-iry scouts already are in that vicinity.
Stories differ as to the fate of Prince
Maximilian of Hesse, whose body Is
reported to have been found in northern France by French troops. A later
report from Berlin slates that the
,
prince was wounded. .,
Furious Bombardment
"The furious bombardment between
Offend and Nieuport continues today,"
according to a dispatch appearing in
the Teiegraaf of Amsterdam, and tele- gtaphed to London by the correspondent, in that city of the Exchange Tele
graph company.
"The Germans are firing from
and Middelkerke, the French
frcm Nieuport, and the English from
their warships. English, aviators directed the fire of the allies on the
German positions. The French and
Belgians are persistently resisting the
efforts of the Germans to cross the
Hiver Yser. The dykes of this river
hsve been cut.
"The banks at high tide re flooded
for considerable distances. Continual
rains have made the land very swampy, and the Germans, suffering from
heavy losses, cannot advance. Large
numbers of their wounded arrived at
Brueges and Ostend Wednesday, and
a body of Germans came from Ghent
to assist in their removal.
"A further
consignment of new
s
guns for the shelling of British
has arrived at Ostend.
by
."Seebroegge is still occupied
German marines."
London,

INVADERS OF RUSSIAN POUND
RE DRIVEN BACK EIGHT MILE

AUSTRIANS ARE HEAVY LOSE
Conflicting Reports Come From the Eastern
Theater of the Great War.

IS REPORTED TO BE

English Navy Said to Have Driven
gian Seaport Kaiser's Artillery
Guns, Which
oi Big
A&iust British
16-inc-
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STEND

Oct. 22.

RETAKEN

ihe Germans out of the BelAugmented by Bringing up
May be Used Effectively
Cruisers.

Northern France and the coast of 'ESel'jiurh'stifj a'fe the fields where "the
most important fighting in the western arena of war continues with the utmost stubbornness, but as yet without decisive result. The French war office announces that the allied lines are holding in spite of the furious onslaught of the enemy, while news dispatches from London assert that

generally are against the Invaders.
Berlin, however, has not been heard from since yesterday. Lacking a
German report, the situation Is being reported only from the side of the allies. The German announcement yesterday said In the fighting west of
Lille German troops, taking the offensive, had repulsed the enemy at several points,
British .warships have played an important part in the operations and
there are no Indications that their activities are at an end. The fighting is
going on night and day, and the allies are said to be appearing close to
the German position before Lille. No confirmation of the reported evacua"
tion of Ostend has been received.
a
reduced
to
and
German
been
Is
said
have
at
The garrison
Antwerp
column of reinforcements with two of the famous
guns is reported
as having passed through Antwerp on Its way to Brueges.
Outside of. Belgium the fields of battle are numerous, picardi, Champagne, the Argonne, the Woevre, Lorraine, the Vosges and Alsace being
referred to as localities where fighting Is taking place. In several of these
attacks,
districts the French claim officially to have repulsed German
which they describe as not as severe ao In the Belgian fields. The French
and the Woevre tersay also that they have made progress In the.Argonne
'
ritory,
A house sheltering the headquarters of the German staff at Slype, on
the Belgian coast, has been destroyed by shell fire from British warships,
The
according to a news dispatch received In London from . Dunkirk.
latest German casualty list gives the najmes of about 11,050 men kilted,
"
wounded and missing.
both
war
of
arena
sides claim progreess, but not In
the
In the eastern
the same localities. Paris says officially that the Russians In the vicinity
of Warsaw have driven the enemy back eight miles, and the Petrograd
war office declares that Russian troops have saved Warsaw from a German bombardment.' There has been hand to hand fighting in the vicinity
of Bionie and Prouschkoff, in Russian Poland. The fighting south of
Przemysl, according to this same authority, has been going on for six days
with heavy losses on the part of the Austrians,. ,A, news dispatch from
Warsaw says, numerous parties of German prisoners, one of which included
a German general, are constantly being brought, Into that city.
An official sfttement given out in Vienna) says that the Austrian forces
have gained ground at several points in Galicia and that the Russian
counter attacks have not been successful. The Austrian troops haye captured the heights north of Niezankowice, and they have taken possession
also of the last pass held by Russians In the Carpathians. There are now
no Russians in Hungary, according to the Vienna statement
The German government has summoned the reichstag to convene early
in December to discuss the war situation and according to advices from
Berlin, the Prussian diet Is In session today and will authorize a loan of
$375,000,000.

The Krupp works are said to be reconstructing for the use of the German army some 500 pieces of artillery captured by the Germans from their
enemies.
The native chief of Kamerun, tha German colony In equatorial Africa,
has been eexcuted because he attempted to lead the natives In a rebellion
against the German authorities. This news comes to London from The
Hague.
A news dispatach from Oporto, Portugal, says telegraphic communications with Lisbon has been stopped. A revolutionary outbreak occurred In
Portugal yesterday, but was promptly put down, according to official announcement of the Portuguese authorities.
A diEnatch from Tokio says a Japanese squadron Is seeking German
warships in the neighborhood of Ha vr'JM, and the German governor of
island, in the Pacific, has reached Tokio on his way back to Germany.
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tacks of the enemy. The text of the
ai'iiouncement follows:
"On our left wing German forces in
considerable strength have continued
their violent attacks, particularly in
thi vicinity of Dixmuude, . Warni-ton- ,
Armentieres, Radingham and La
P.ussee, but the positions occupied by
the allies have been maintained,
"On the rest of the front the enemy has, delivered only partial attacks. These all bave been repulsed,
particularly at Fricourt to the east of
Albert; on the plateau to the west of
Graconne; in the region of Souain in
the Argonne district; at Four de Paris;
southwest of Varennes; in the region
of Malancourt; in the Woevre district;
in the direction of Chplon and at
a point southeast of St. Mihiel, In
the forest of Ailiy.
"We have made slight progress in
the Argonne district and in the south
ern part of the Woevre, in the forest
of Mortmare.
"Russia:
The forward movement
of the Russian forces has been positively announced, kn important success In the region oft Warsaw has driven back the enemy tiiore than 13 kilometers felght mileV, The advances
of the Russians-f- t
KuirorLand to
the south of Przemyf are etifftdly perceptible."
Berlin is Encouraged
Washington, Oct. 22. The German
embassy today announced receipt of
the following dispatch from Berlin:
' Official
headquarters report of October 21 says heavy fighting is still
continuing on the Yser canal and that
the enemy's artillery is supported

from the sea northwest of Nieuport
where the German artillery . disabled
one British destroyer-- .
Fighting is also proceeding west of
Lille, where the Germans have taken
the offensive and repulsed Che enemy
at different places. Two thousand English have been made prisoners and
several machine guns captured.
"In the Russian side there is no de
cision yet
Murderous

Negroes

"The Roman paper Tribune publish
es an interview with an. Italian deputy
just returned from France who ex
presses his admiration for the Indian
troops he saw at Marseilles. The
Senegal troops made the best impression, he says, although they were so
bloodthirsty that the French army
commander was often prevented from
front. These
sending them to th
negro forces often killed German prisoners without, the knowledge of their
officers, and he says that once these
Senegalese murdered all the German
prisoners in a railroad transport.
Jap Attack Begins
New York, Oct. 22.

The East and

West News bureau this afternoon
gpve out this cable message from To
kio, dated today:
"The Japanese naval general staff
announces that the marine heavy ar
tillery corps is engaged on the
ond
(today) in the attack" on
Tsing Tau, and that a part of the
Japanese fleet is keeping watch on the
enemy's warships hovering about
Hawaii."
twenty-sec-

German Governor Leaves
Tokio, Oct 22. The German gov-

war-snip-

ernor of Jaluit island which has been
occupied by the Japanese, has arrived
at Yokohama on a Japanese warship.
The American consul will arrange for
his return to Germany.

The French Statement
Paris, Oct. 22. The official anA Thorough Search
nouncement Issued this afternoon by
2.
On the
S;m Frfancisco, Oct.
the French war office says the positions occupied by the allies In Bel- iK-- ls of the Japanese battleship Nizen,
gium and northern France have been which patrolled the entrance of Honmaintained in spite of the violent at olulu harbor last. ni:.;ht, the .Inpaxu-si
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VEGAS COMMERCIAL
ORGANIZATION WANTS HIGHWAY TO
HODGES LUMBER CAMP
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REPORTS OF ARREST OF CONVENTION DELEGATES ARE
DENIED BY CARRANZA

GET

ADDO

SLAYER OF

MEXICO
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RETIRED

IS
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WILL ENDEAVOR TO GET MORA
COMMISSIONERS TO ORDER
CONSTRUCTION

mm

EARLY KEEP HOME

AT

HOME

PROVISIONAL
HEAD NOT SURE
CONVENTION'S ACTIONS
WILL STICK

SOUND
OF SHOT
DOWNSTAIRS
CAUSED HER TO MAKE INVESTIGATION

LOCAL INDUSTRIES WILL BE FOSTERED IN ADVERTISING
CAMPAIGN

Washington, Oct. 22. Advices di
rect from. General Carranza at Mexico
City to constitutionalist headquarters
here today, deny the report that dele
gates at A.guas Calientes were arrest
ed by ordor of General Villa.
This
is confirmatory of 'word previously

Mineola, N. Y., Oct. 22. Mrs. Flor
ence Conklin Carman, on trial .as the
slayer of Mrs. Louise Bailey, entered
the room In the Nassau court house
here on this the fourth day of her
trial, expecting to take the stand this
aflernoon as er own chief witness'.

The attention of the directors of'
the Commercial club having been called to the necessity for a highway co:
necting the town of Mora with th
lumber camp of the Santa Barbara Ti:
and Pole company at Hodges, xh-- ,
voted last night to use their orrnir ...

(.;..

collier Tatori Maru arrived today. A
cable to the chamber of commerce
here reported her arrival today. In
connection with, the announcement today from Tokio that a Japanese squadron had been sent to search the Hawaiian archipelago for German cruisers, the arrival of the collier indicated
that the search will be thorough and
the Japanese are prepared to keep
a floating base in Hawaiian waters for
what additional ships are on the way.
COTTON BALL IN NEW YORK
22. Great preparaNew York,

rati a of t'f
concluded this forenoon.
Frai:k Far- red, who testified yesterday afternoon
that he had seen a woman running
from the window through which the
shot was fired, around the Carman
house to the rear, ' was recalled to
the stand for a long continuation of
lnatlou.
his cross-exaAfter an hour and a quarter's ex
amination Farrell was excused and
the state announced that It rested Its
case. George M. Ievy of Mrs. Carmen's counsel then began his opening address.
I
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American troops seem"" sure to re
main in vera Cruz until the future
relations between General Carranza
nd the Aguas Calientes convention
are adjusted, is the opinion of officials
here, who base their views on today's
advices to the state department.
Carranza has referred back to the
convention the administrative Instruc
tion incident to commanding the
troops.
Although he had submitted
the same question to the convention
before It voted itself the supreme au
thority In Mexico and it had instruct
ed him to comply with the proposals
of the United States, Carranza has
since questioned the sovereignty of
the convention. His explanation to
the United States is for him to is
sue a proclamation
embodying the
American proposals might establish a
dangerous precedent.

0t.

--

"A Man Did

VJ

will prove," said Levy, "that
this crime was not committed by Mrs.
Ciirman, but by a man, whose motive
wo don't know."
Mr. Levy told of Mrs. Carman's ac
tions on the day and night of the murder. She said she went to New York
during the day contracted a headache
and after djjnner went to bed.'" "
"Mrs. Carman will tell you that' she
then heard a shot and some commo
tion down stairs," he said. . This was
the first definite declaration on the
part of the defense as to what she
wr.uld testify.
'She immediately pint on a kimono
and leaned over the banister.
She
did not go into the office, because Dr.
German had forbidden her to do so.
"She will admit all about the tele-phonic Instrument and will tell you
that she had it installed to find out
if the things she had heard about the
doctor's relations with women were
true. We will show you that there
can be no suspicion attached to Mrs.
"We
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industries, It is believed the club will
be able to show Las Vegas people that
the purchase of goods away from
home not only is harmful to Las
but often is done at a lom i
buyer. The membership comu.i
will endeavor to increase the c r n
ency of the club by increasing t
membership. Each standing comt
tee, by resolution of the direcloi s v .
make a report to the directors once
each month on blanks to be jro-v,by the club.
Committees Are Named
The following standing eomitHmr;
were appointed by President W. P.
Southard:
House and library Jefferson
'?.
nolds, D. T. Hortins and WjlHn.-.Lucas.
v AfLeHihuive, County A I fairs,
fairs. Town. Affairs John It Y,.r'.Louis II f eld and Km! O. Bh.od.
.
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Atiomey Cli.i'
to
comer
with ja eomutpoinled
eioners and road board of Mora comity and endeavor to have them author,
ize the construction of the road. Judge
Leahy and Mr. Ward are frequent visitors to Mora, have the confidence of
the Mora county officials and It is
thought they have the eloquence and
logic to convince the commissioners
that the road is needed and Induct
them to authorize Its early construction.
The Santa Barbara employs between
300 and 400 men and its purchase of
supplies annually amount to a large
figure. It does a large amount of
chipping, both in and cut of Hodges.
All this business, which now goea
through Embudo on the Rio GranSe,
would be diverted to Mora, Watrous
and Las Vegas, provided a- strip of
road 12 miles in length were built
connecting Mora and Hodges.
Patronize Home Industries
The directors, who were meeting la
organization cession, their first gain- ering since their , election, planned
some efficient work for the coming
year. A systematic advertising campaign Is to be carried on under the
direction of a competent committee.
and an effort ts to b0 made to CTeate
- nmrfi Wi,1p:rirtl!,
i,m(1

tions are being made for the cotton
ball to bo held at the McAlpin hotel
here tomorrow night at which all the
women will wear cotton gowns, stock:
(Continued on page Four)
ingB and gloves.
Society leaders are
joining with a will, for the event is
for the beenftt of the cotton growers. FOMENTED REBELLION
A large bale of cotton will decor
ate the middle of the ballroom, and
AGAINST THE KAISER
music will be given by an orchestra
of darkies. During the intervals between the dances, pickanninies will
NATIVE CHIEF OF GERMAN K A- give southern ances.
MERUM IS EXECUTED BY IMMrs. Martin H. Glyr.n, wife of Gov
PERIAL ORDER
ernor Glynn is honorary president of
the Women's Democratic
league
London, Oct, 22 A dispatch to the
which organization is in charge of
Exchange
Telegraph company from
the ball.
The Hague says that Magna Bell, the
native chief c.f the German Kame-GERMAN CASUALTY LIST
rum, has been executed because he
lpit
Berlin, Oct, 21 (Via The Hague, and attempted to foment among the naLondon, Oct. 22). A German casual- tives a rebellion against Germany. The and (',
V- ty list. Issued today contains the names FPnounor-meri- t
of this is cml'toil by
of about 1 " r n kiln !, v,iin'.i"d and iho
CT.0".dont to TTPr V'bf '"iiui
1
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22, 1914.

VOO'ilE CONSTIPATED,

A

Millinery

Reflects the Season

Which

sist-anc- e

BILIOUSr-tASCARET-

S.osenuaM& Son

MULTITUDE OF

South SidoBnyi

Underwear tor
Cold Days

S

Clean Your Bowels and
End Headaches, Colds, Sour

Tonight!

TROUBLES

Stomach

it.'7

WHEN THE GERMANS TOOK CONTROL OF HIS TOWN HE
WAS "THE GOAT"

it

Y

mans wiili their great numbers and
their overwhelming superiority in artillery, after having broken the n
of the allies at Charleroi and
penetrated to the very gates of Paris,
were unable to maintain their posiThe military science of Gentions.
eral Joffre certainly furnished one reply to that question, but a military
writer in the Liberte Du Sud thinks
there is another in the cumbersome
character of the German heavy artillery.
The famous German mortars, the
"brummers," are capable of firin& a
shell as long as a man of aver-ag- o
height a distance of eight miles.
They were considered most redoubb-ablbefore the war and, in fact, they
did terrible eexcution on, the forts of
Liege, and other fortified positions,
but since their entry into France not
much has been heard from them excepting the exploits at Rheims and

x- -n

box now.
Get a
No odds how bad your liver, stomach or bowels; how much your head
aches, how miserable and uncomfortable you are from constipation, indigestion, biliousness and Bluggtsh
hnwfils vou alwava cet the desired
results with Cascarets.
Don't let your stomach, liver and
bowels make you miserable. Take
Cascarets tonight; put an end to the
headache, biliousness, dizziness, nervousness, sick, sour, gassy stomach,
backache and all other distress;
cleanse your inside organs of all the
matter
bile, gases and constipated
which is producing the misery.
box means health, happiA
ness and a clear head for months. No
more days of gloom and distress if
you will take a Cascaret now and
then. All druggists sell Cascarets.
Don't forget the children their little
insides need a gentle Cleansing, too.

h

Fnermiv. Fiance. Oct. 22. Some
S
of the
troubles
Underwear
and
full
Knit
of
trials
Idea
the
of
A
display
Ready!
'
civil authorities while a town Is in the
that compensates us for the extreme care we
used in selecting the best garments Eastern
possession of an invading army is
markets offer. Our first considerations were
given by the mayor, Maurice Pol
fit-- as
garm-mea
and
result,
every
perfect
Roger, of this city, which was in the
'
quality
fits with glove-liksnugness. With,
hands of the Germans for a week.
i1
s
When the Germans entered the town
snugness is combined elasticity that gives with
I
(
,
laite in the afternoon the mayor was
every movement of the body.
at Mauheuge.
summoned before the commandant
It has been discovered that this im
General von Plettenberg. This first
mense fighting machine is nearly as
interview, according to the mayor,
elicate In its mechanism as it. is for
was
marked by courtesy on both sides,
midable. ' It requires experts to fire
.
(Jiand-Finisliebut that evening the mayor received
it, most of the gunners being engi
:
,
the
from
worded
protest
a violently
neers from the Knipp works, and when
. ...
general who complained that the gas,
something happens to them, as has
the water and electric supply had
een the case when they have come
has no superior. We are showing a great
been cut off. The mayor was' told
within reach of the "turcos," it is al
Thrust
of
those perfection
workmanahip.
Adv,
assortment of different styles, a few of the most
that if these were not restored at once
most impossible to replace thi m. Re- are able to indulge themselves through the brim and under this fold
bedescribed.
arose
are
This
would
be
he
popular
hanged.
ides it is necessary that the mortars
of
coronet
of
daintest
the
a
feathers,
is
the
seasons,
in hats which illustrate
cause the inhabitants
leaving their shown in
be installed in a formidable position
this year known as the Numidi, furnishes the
Women's Cotton Union Suits at $1.25
variety
greater
AMERICAN EMBASSY HAS with well laid foundations; consequent
homes had shut off the gas, water and than ever before in the memory of the decoration for this elegant hat.
Merode hand finished Union Suits, medium
The third hat Is a straw shape faced
electricity. The mayor gave the nec- most observant of milliners. The poet
ly when prearranged plans are dis-i
tiibed their efficiency is greatly rei- essary orders to have the services re- celebrates the coming and going of with chiffon in black. It shows the
weight ribbed, high or low neck, long or elbow
TASK
A
MONUMENTAL
and
stored, but with other town officials the year in verse and women note its movement toward wider brims conduced.
sleeves, knee or ankle length. Made of soft
It requires good roads also,
shapes. Its trimming
IWPEJWAR
he was arrested and held in the town passing seasons lovingly in their ap- picturesque
and even then It taltes '40 horse power
of a spray of autumn flowers,
pure white cotton.
sists
hall as a hostaee. and when a fire parel.
THIS GOVERNMENT'S OFFICE IN o draw one of them, consequently
Three exquisite hats are pictured posed in the bandeau and upturned
Regular sizes at $1.25.
FRANCE CARES FOR 80,000
broke out that night the general sent
similar
a
rebrim at the left side, and
they do not fit in very well with the
one of them from the most
FOREIGNERS
word that if a second outbreak oc here,
Extra sizes at $1.50
nowned establishment in Paris, and 6pray at the right. The chrysantheequipment of an army that depend3
curred he would have the mayor shot the other two, in every way as excel- mum or the hydrangea or small fruits,
upon its speed to win, and rainy
The next day a food requisition was lent, originated in America. They are with foliage, may be selected for this
Paris, Oct. 22. The American em weather of course, is not at all good
Silk and Wool Union Suits $2.25
Fleece Lined Union Suits $1.25
JULIA EOTTOMLEY.
made and when it was not raised In especially appropriate for wear at the model.
Merode hand finished union
bassy, under its obligations ro repre for them. Again, their effectiveness
Merode hand finished union
of the summer and through the
end
francs
fined
176,550
town
was
time
the
sent
German and Austrian interests s neutralized when the French "75"
and
ribbed,
suits
silk
of
wool,
suits, white, fleece lined, high
Putting On, Taking Off.
is looking after about
Then to add to his troubles, the mayor coming fall.
in
or
s able to get inside its long range,
France,
white
elbow
neck,
long
or
high
only;
sleeves,
Do not forget the old rules for putneck, long
In the first hat a straw shape is
shoot
the
to
summoned
who are detained as alien and it does not stand long against the
was
explain
persons
elbow sleeves, anlde length.
off
and
ribbon
When
on
ankle length,
gloves.
with
a
taking
decorated
ting
very heavy
$2.25
ing of a German soldier, who had been laid across the crown and tied at the putting them on, do not try to get the enemies in 11 localities in France. terrible hammering of which this guru
Regular sizes
Regular sizes
wounded in the leg by a revolver shot, left side at the shoulder. This ribbon whole glove on at once, but first work These were Germans and Austrlans
s capable.
and, when the town's chief executive is very heavy and soft. There is a on the fingers, taking care to have the living in the country at the outbreak
Women's Vests nad Tights 60c
Wool Union Suits at $1.75
Finally, this expert thinks that in.
declared that the incident took place wreath of velvet plums with velvet seams fit exactly even at the sides; of the war. The French government, case of a forced retreat most of these
Merode hand finished garMerode hand finished union
on a different street from that given foliage and small white berries about draw the glove over the hand and then piovided special trains going to neur
ments, vests have high or low
suits of merino wool, ribbed,
heavy mortars are likely to be found
in the German report he was accused the crown. This hat may be developed
put In the thumb, but leave the seam tral frontiers for two days after hos by the French stuck in the mud.
neck, long or short Bleeves,
or
high neck, long or elbow
in
bronze
but
several
in
colors,
of the thumb down the center. Re- tilities had begun, and all those re-of having concealed the fact that a
tights ankle length. The garsleeves, ankle length. This suit
shades and in bronze-brownmember that a glove once put on mwininff within France after those
been wounded and purple
had
German
second
60c
ment
to
cotton
contains just enough
will be found most beautiful.
can never be stretched Into the
incident
wrong
this
with.
After
made way
were obliged to report them.
overcome
that disagreeable
The second hat is a combination of
so it is well to take days
beshape
again,
taken
was
right
the
was
cleared
which
at
be
mayor
velvet
may
Other
to the police and go to those
and
garments
braid
selves
straw
separate
"scratch" and prevent shrinking
fore a group of German officers, in- developed in any of the rich and quiet the little care at the start.
in France to which they were
towns
$1, and $1.25.
25c,
65c,
60c,
35c,
sizes
Regular
cluding Prince Adalbert, son of the colors now fashionable.- It is remarkOne of the features of the season is assigned.
Other Unions at 65c, 85c, $1.00 to $3.50.
German emperor, and accused of hav- ably simple in design. The round a touch of color la white dresses.
The state department at Washing
the
and
with
velvet,
is
crown
covered
ing replaced the German flag on the outline of the brim is emphasized by a Sometimes this tomii is In the form ton has attached H. Percivai uoage,
station with a French tricolor. When
formerly minister to Panama, to the
French fold of velvet put on with of black velvet.
with a heavy war indemthreatened
embassy here as special agent to have
had been overheard saying that the
on the town because of this incicharge of German and Austrian af
Servians would be victorious receiv- nity
the mayor protested that the rail
dent
Girl
School
for
the
fairs. The third floor of the embassy
ed exactly the same sentence."
way station was private property and
office
building is taken entirely lor
Newspapers from America have therefore the town had
nothing to do
this work and a conslderble staff of
been held back at the postoffice for
that. i alight have been
owrAtnriea and interpreters are at
'more than three Weeks, according to with any flag
The' mayor was then
theret
placed
work.
tie letter, and telegraphic communi--f-atio- n ordered to make a German flair and
The reason that Prance Iwlds 80
has proven so difficult that the
it from the town hall. He was
unfurl
000
civilians as prisoners of war ap
A
people have practically given up trytold that if this flag was touched he
pears to be as hostages for the pro
ing to dispatch messages. For cor- would be shot and the town burned
per treatment of French citizens who
respondence with the soldiers at the and looted. The
manufactured
mayor
are similarly held in Germany and
EVEN CITIZENS OF HOSTILE NA- front special postcards and envelopes a German
of a
part
using
Austria and to have in hand a means
by
flag
are provided, and each man may be
TIONS ARE TREATED WITH
illFrench flag for the white and blue,
of
reprisal should there be any
addressed by a code number, but his
COURTESY
black apron of the town haU
and
the
soldiers
captured
French
of
treatment
whereabouts are not divulged, and the
hv ftArmfln or Austrian armies. The
housekeeper for the black stripe. This
from news exchanged is subject to such a
Venice, Oct. 22. A news-lette- r
led to an era of good
flag
moBt distinguished prisoner is prob
evidently
Vienna tells Bome remarkable in- rigorous censorship that only a few
of
the 176,550 francs fine was
for
feeling,
ably Count Pejacsewich, member
stances of the censorship in the Aus commonplace matters are written.
town
the
to
Prussians,
the
for
cabtinet
Croatia,
by
the Hungarian
"It must be admitted," writes the repaid
trian capital and pays a compliment
'
who stated that they did so out of
S g
S
t
Slavonia and Dalmatia, He bappend
k:yts.:'vl
:.:,:..
to the consideration shown, to for- Vienna Informant, "that the Vien- for the kindly manner in
to be at Vichiy taking a cure when
'
l'ffe, and Indeed the Austrlans gen gratitude
eigners who are still in Austria-Hungarwhich their wounded had been treated.
'H ' I
the war began. He is allowed to re
erally, have treated the foreigners
main in his hotel and has entire free-dcr"That the warning from the police here, including even those of hostile
M
of movement within the town.
' '
against adverse comment on the mili- ccuntries, with a great deal of con
A
good many hundreds of German
tary operations is to be taken serious- sideration. There have been no deAustrian subjects have been al- and
monstrations
against embassies or le
ly," says the letter, "Is evident from
tr. roTTinin where thev were, In
lnwori
the fact that a man. who had re- gations or Individuals. In a few Infor special reasons; oth
caBe
each
marked casually In a Vienna cafe that stances Englishmen, have been the
"Gets-It- "
Being Used by Millions
hundreds
er
upon the representation
some
victims
of
Incidents
were
soldiers
Austrian
cowards,
unpleasant
the
POW'
e
a
the
is
that
time
first
It
real,
American
embassy have been
of
the
in
the streets, but these cases were
was promptly arrested and sentenced
dis
corn
ever
has
been
each
cure
in
aliowed to leave the country,
to two years Imprisonment with hard rare and of slight importance. It Is
f
Is the new corn- covered. "GETS-ITi
'W)!'yyf.,;,.;w:-case also for special reasons, usually
vjWy.'':.
r . ;sjtisT
labor, with a fast day "once a week the rule to avoid speaking either EngK'fiT
t
ti.
But there are still
those of
i
lish
or
nam
In
a
dark
and
one
in
y
event
confinement
that
French,
and a day's
v
about 80,000 who had to go to the
cell once a month. Another man who may feel safe from, annoyance.
AT?
TTirn
detention camps. These are usually
"The local official news agency has
ty
.harracks
in
occupied
formerly
tal-eit upon itself to remind the peotrocps. There is a good deal of crowd
STOMACH TROUBLES
ple that there are over 90,000,000
ing and the food is probably about
Americans whose mother tongue Is
what French soldiers reecive.. There
English, and that in their midst are
appears to be every Intention on the
thousands
of Austrlans
living many
part of the French government to treat
Or. Ragland Writes Interesting enjoying Inthe hospitality of the freest
as well as
hostages
these
involuntary
beworld.
the
It therefore
country
of
ri.pv ran under the necessities
came the Viennesse to extend the
Letter on This Subject
deal
a
France
in
is
There
great
war.
greatest courtesy to Americans here.
of wraps both for
old reliable staple colors, dark blue of suffering among French people
"There are, of course, a number of
THE simplest
to
and
brown, gray, and the dark reds make It is likely that millions are less well
grownups happens
young Englishmen and Frenchmen un- Find the Lady Wha Uc h ; "orM't Greatnt
'Gr."1
The fe.i than the German and Austrian
T."
be the strongest feature cf the new the best choice for children.
der
arrest
to
Madison Heights, Va. Mr. Chas. A.
make It certain they will ender, based on an
entirely new prin, fall styles. This is the cape. It was capes are lined either with plain mate prisoners. Nevertheless these prison
Ragland, of this place, writes: "1 have not fight against Austria-Hungar- y
ciple. It is a mew different formula, inconceivable that it should be devel- rial or with stripes or plaids.
ers, being forced to live away from
but they are being well treated, with never
been taking Thedford's
When the home dressmaker under- their own
successfully imitated. It makes oped In no many variations of shape
homes, find life difficult and
"fdr indigestion, and ofher stomach troub- the excetion of the fact that they corns shrive-- and then vanish. Two and combinations with other gar- takes to make a cape she should pro
of
inconveniences.
full
They are al
also
find
to
it
be the very hare to sleep on the straw-strewles,
colds, and
ments urrtil the fact was apparent. vide herself with a pattern In order
drops do the work. You don't bundle Now we
lowed to receive money and spend it
best medicine I have ever used.
shoul
to
coverthe
have
over
the
long plain capes
get
floor, of the detention camps. They up'
adjustment
your toe any more with sticky
r
After taking
Some capes as they please. They also write and
for a few are allowed to
ders as It should be.
ing the figure, half lengrt. and
In Cerman
correspond
CHICAGO
on
down
thai
and
tape
press
plasters
flare
more
of
them
and the receive letters freely except that they
than
days, I always feel like a new man."
length
also,
(some
capes
others,
ith their friends within the mon the
no more
corn
poor
in
do
censors.
the
as
combination
and
read
all
other
with
are
at
the
neck
wraps
finishing
by
varies,
Nervousness, nausea, heartburn, pain
archy.
salves that don't "stay put," no more nearly always detachable), and others methods of fastening.
In pit of stomach, and a feeling of fullSwitzerland has undertaken to con
"The French women governesses hacking at corns with knives or ra that are short and used as a touch
It would be difficult to find a more duct the exchanges of prisoners and
ness after eating, are sure symptoms ol
cookies, cake
have given the police more zors, no more
Btomach trouble, and should be given the ir.alnly
bleeding or danger of of style on coats. So that the cape desirable model than the one pictured among the first that are being ex
and
biscuits, too. All
trouble than the men. They frequent blood poison.
No more limping may be accepted and used In any way here. It Is so managed that It may changed are French people caught In
proper treatment, as your strength and the
fes fastened up about the throat, when
as light, fluffy, tender
the individual chooses.
cafes and often talk loudly in around for
health depend very largely upon your
days with sore corns, no
A pretty cape for a school girl is required, by buttttiw and loops on the Germany and Austria by the war, and
abuse
the
of
Austrian
and delicious as mother used
authorities."
food and its digestion.
more corn pains.
shown in the picture. Such a simple under side. Straps crossing In front Germans and Austrlans detained
to bake. And just as wholeTo get quick and permanent reliel
"GETS-IT- "
biggest-flell-inis now the
is easily made at home, and hold it In place when it is worn open France. Germans and Austrlans are
some.
For purer Baking Powgarment
from these' ailments, you should take
Chicago, Oct. 22.. The annual recep
corn cure in the world. Use it nothing could be better for the cool at the front, as shown In the picture. taken by French police to the Swiss
der than Calumet cannot be had
8 medicine of known curative merit.
tion, of the Protestant Women's Na- on any hard or soft corn, wart, callus days of autumn and the long Indian
at any price.
In keeping with the fad for suit border and turned over there to Swiss
Its 75 years of splendid success, in the tional association took place this after- or bunion.
summer. This cape is made of a hats, caps to match capes or other agents.' who In turn transfer French
Ask your grocer.
Tonight's the night.
treatment of just such troubles, proves noon in the Auditorium hotel. The
"GETS-ITis sold by druggists ev rather heavy woolen fabric in a fancy wraps keep pace with the times. The citizens to the French representaRECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS
the real merit of Thedford's Black
hostesses were Mrs. Charles Jegen erywhere, 25 cents a bottle, or sent weave which looks like a wide wale cap shown in the picture is a type
WorW Pore Food EsiwsHion, Cfeifapo, Jfl.
tives.
ram fc&pustiioa, f fac, march, ui6
Draught. Safe, pleasant, gentle in action, .v.rs. w. G. Webber and Mrs. Orrin direct by E. Lawrence & Co., Chicago. cheviot. Any of the standard woolons illustrating this fashion.
Patterns
I
are appropriate for these capes, and for this and for Tams and for simHid without bad
it is sure Hitchcock.
Mrs.
.
If.
Marion
one
Adv.
Bell,
- to benefit both
don't save money vrhta yon bay eta sji or
wo shall see them In serge, broadiB Too
ARTILLERY IS HANDICAPPED
ple cloth hats are sold by all stand
young and old. For sale of the charter
"Gets-It- "
baitiof powder. Don't be niltd. By?
is sold in Las Vegas by cloth,
members, addressed the
homeard
Scotch
comi)anies.
cheviot,
paper
econoimeal
pattern
Ion
mixture,
22.
Price
S
has
more wiioUsji:e- - eivei beat ref sits.
Oct.
amr
23c
The
Paris,
Quest
fverywhere.
jj. C to. fatherinr.
Winters Drug Co.
Ci'Sfintf l is tor
'r
c
r.:'l' sf?.'
JULIA EOTTOMLEY.
spun and various novelty weaves. The
been many times asked why the Ger- -
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TELLS WOMEN

ESCAPE WAS
CLOSE

How Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound Kept Her
in Health for 14 Years.

DURBAR II WAS SOUGHT BY GERMANS FOR USE IN THE
SERVICE

Shippensburg, Pa. "It was several
years ago that I started taking Lydia E.
finkham s Vegeta-

CAV-ALR-

ble

Compound. I

yourself for. She fays that. I wlsht
I had a letter like that from
my Jim.
I wasn't always
easy with him and
I wisht he'd said them
thing:., John.
It would be a mighty comfort. I'll be
over in the morniu' to tidy up a bit.
Good night."
Without waiting for reply she
moved clumsily down the front wa" :
and John Marvin watched her go with
mingled feelings of relief and terror.
She was the lasfof "the'iollcTt'ous
neighbors who had straightened up
the house while he had ridden to the
peacerul little graveyard on the hill
where they had laid away the frail
form of the woman who had been his
wife. He dreaded to be left alone,
but he was glad she was gone, for
every word of sympathy had cut like

OCTOBER

22,

1914.

Check Kidney Trouble at Once
There Is such reaay action In Foley
Kidney Pills, you feel their healing
from the very first dose. Backache,
weak, eore kidneys, painful bladder
and irregular action disappear with

ness," was the added command, and at
a wave of the speaker's hand his subordinates removed the obstacle on the
tracks.
dejected, the fireman
stared at Marvin as he resumed his
duties.
"See here," he finally observed,
"they've got what they were after."
"Yes, the express car," nodded Marvin gaily. "It will take them an hour
to burst in that steel door to get into
the big safe.
SOLDIER SAYS THAT ONE NEVER
"Well, then "
KNOWS FROM WHENCE TO
"By that time we shall be at So-

FIGHTING

IN THE

Open-mouthe-

WOODS IS
AWFUL

EXPECT

noma."
"You keep saying 'Sonoma,' " rather
Irritably observed the fireman. "What's
Sonoma got to do with it, anyhow?"
This much: To' the advancing mystification of the fireman, as they
neared Sonoma instead of running on
"the main track, Marvin slowed up, set
a switch to a long siding running to a
mahogany forest a mile or two distant,
halted amid a lonely solitude and drew
forth and blew a signal whistle.
Within a few moments a responding
"honk! honk!" came from a near roadway and an automobile appeared.
"Now, then, off with that coal!" or
dered Marvin, and a brief burrowing
revealed the little strong box that had
never seen the Inside of the steel ex

Palmer, Green Bay,
:"My wife is rapidly recovering her health and strength, due
solely to Foley Kidney Pills." O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store,
Adr.
O.

Wis., says

PUBLIC SALE

A SHOT

then suffered terriLoudon, Oct. 22. While a dramatic
The Hague, Oct. 22. The tragedy
bly every month. My
sfv
of
winof
the
Durbar
story
II,
escape
of war is pictured in the letter of an
husband bought me
ner of this year's derby, from Gera bottle of it and it a whiplash.
unnamed first lieutenant which ap
man hands has already been circulatIt was a torture as had been those
helped me right
peared in the Cologne Gazette of re-- j
Then after three days while Lizzie's slender form
away.
ed by the press, Its circumstances do
cent date.
my second child was had lain in the front parlor, the "front
not at all agree with those vouched
"The woman in whose house 1 ami
born I had a female
parlor" that was
for by Edward Johnson, the head
only for marquartered, and whose husband is In
trouble very badly riages and deathsopened
and visits of great
trainer of H. P. Duryea's stable at
the field," he writes, "told me in tears
and I used Lydia E.
had come, her old
ceremony.
They
Durnear
Paris. Instead of
Chantilly,
Pinkham's Vegeta friends, with words of comfort
this morning:
bar being spared because he wore an ble Compound and in a short time was admiration for his kindness andand of
bince two months no news. We
American flag with the words "Shoot, cured and have been in excellent health had unwittingly tormented his they
do not know where my. husband is.
soul
since.
I
always praise the Compound to distraction.
me Not" across his breast, the train"The woman and her family do not
whenever I have an opportunity as I
John has hated company; and after
er, who Is now in London, says the know it
even know in what, regiment the man
helped me and will help others. one or two efforts to
make her relaGermans never saw Dunbar, nor did Lately I have
serves. That is terrible! The woman
given the Compound to tives welcome in spite of his boorfsh-ness- ,
see
his
and
and
wish
Shannon,
companion,
all
they
my daughter
wanted to know how many French had
I
suffering
had made her poor little ex- press car.
tie two American colored men in women would take it and be convinced cuses she
been killed. I tried to console her by
to
them
and
half
suspectthey,
Four armed men were in the auto
charge. The reason of their escape, of its worth." Mr3. James A. Beidel, ing, half affronted, had stayed away.
her that many had been made
telling
train was abandoned, the run
ho explains, was that during the Ger- 113 N. Penn Street, Shippensburg, Pa.
Now they came unchallenged to the
of war. And now she has
prisoners
started
for
the
Texas
border.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com speak in
man raid the two horses were hidden
admiration of
fastened
wondering
was
every
It
next
that
hope upon this.
early the
morning
made from i.ative roots and herbs, her words of
In a shed on, a peasant's farm while pound,
for him, and Mar Albion. Marvin
to Henry
"When I hear that at home children
reported
contains no narcotic or harmful drugs. vin was half praise
Borry they did not know. Morse with a rather proud look of ex- go to school and that
the two negroes lay in a protecting and
holds the record of being the Had
everything pro
they upbraided him; had they pectation on his handsome features.
harstack.
most successful remedy for female ills told him that it was his treatment
gresses more or less In the regular
His
fireman.
nefaithful
we know of, and thousands of voluntary that
assistant, the
For ten days and ten nights the
channels, I am compelled to say a
had driven Lizzie into her grave
groes lay in fear of the Germans, By testimonial on tile in the Pmkham as surely as though his own hand had left the banker, his face on a broad prayer of thanksgiving that our couna mistake in the road, they had led laboratory at Lynn, Mass., seem to guided the razor that slashed the grin over his quadruple reward.
When Albion Marvin went up to the try had been, spared., You ought to
reed-likthe animals Into territory occupied by prove this fact
wrists, he would have been Morse mansion that evening to relate see the disorder here. The countryIf you Iiave the slightest doubt driven to defend himself, he would his story to his
the Invaders. There they obtained
delighted employer. side is overcrowded with troops, there
the protection of the peasant, who that Lydia, K. Pinkham's Vegeta- have fought them back and would Helen Morse was waiting for htm, and is no administration, the crops are
ble
have
will
taken
in
comfort
the fight.
help you, write
when he left the house later he knew still in the
told the hostlers that If captured by to Compound
fields, and famine threat
They could noj guess what ghastly that he had won her for a bride.
Lydia E.PinfchamMediciueCo.
the Germans they would be mistaken (confidential)
ens. The people are irresolute and
Mass., for ad- sarcasm their words of praise became.
Lynn,
(Copyright. 1914, by W. O. Chapman.)
for the hated Turcos of Algeria, who vice. Your letter will be opened, They could not guess.
dejected.
had (been distinguishing (themselves read and answered by a woman,
he
from
turned
Dumbly
the door
"It is now eight days since the fightIt does seem like good old times to
and passed ' into the dining-rooHence the find held in strict confidence.
with the bayonet work.
read that Jack Johnson was pinched ing in the forest of
.
I think of
where Mrs. Calder had thoughtfully in London.
pair would be tried by a drumhead
event
the
a
with
shudder.
It is difcourt and shot dead. The peasant unteered to draw the money in Lon- set out some supper, sliced chicken,
ferent when you are fighting out in
some of Lizzie's little stock of preipromlsed to look after the horses and don. No money came, and the lady serves, fresh
the open, but to fight in the woods
new butter, and
to bring food to the htders. During proceeded to London, where ehe a pot of coffeebread,
in the deep dark forest is awful. The
on the back of the ERICKLEY MAY GET IN GAME
the ten days Uhlans rode by fre- learned that the gallant stranger had stove against his need.
explosions of the shell reverberated
Boston, Oct. 22. Charles Brickley, through the forest and the
With a gesture of disgust he pushed
quently but they did not discover the not only drawn the money for himself
heavy
but instead of paying six pounds to the dishes from him and sat down Harvard's football star, is rapidly re bombs cut lanes
racers or their guardians.
trees.
the
through
When news first came to Paris that the London friend he borrowed six beBlde the lighted lamp to read again covering fromi his operation for ap We did not even know most of
(he
the
he
that
letter
had
learned
by pendicitis and the medical authorities time
the Germans were sweeping south, Mr. pounds. His name did not appear on
where the shells came from. It
heart In the last three days.
to
are
as
obwhether
as
American
tho
an
relief
committee's
books.
swapping opinions
citizen,
Duryea,
was impossible to return the fire. In
It was a pitiful little letter, almost
tained permission from the French
Another case closer home was that childish In Its phrasing, for Lizzie had he will be able to get into the game the morning we saw the French cook
government to send bis stock to his of a man who sold worthless tickets been the ' worker in her own family again this year.
their breakfast, but we could do nothThe most important opinion is that
before she had come to be John Mar8iud farm In Normandy. But Dunbar to Liverpool to confiding refugees.
ing because we had to conceal our
vin's patient slave.
of Dr. H. I Williams, coach of the
and Shannon were unequal to the trip,
position.
Her terms at the district school had University of Minnesota, who preidots
CONTEMPTIBLE GRAFTERS
83 their legs had been fired and were
"There is one picture I will never
been few, though the other girls had
London, Oct. 22, London has proBrickley will get into the Yale game. forget. On September 1 we shot down
budiy swollen! They were left with
on to high school and the younggone
He cites the case of Larl Pickering,
the two negroes to follow It up at lei- duced the meanest crowd of Bwindlers est was even now in Vassar.
a patrol of chasseurs; two men who 1
ono
of the stars at Minnesota rour were in cover were
sure. Not knowing the roads, the ne- on record since the English troops got
In her plain, unformed hand, she
taken prisoners.
wrote as simplv ns h anntro gnH y years flo, wt,a a.,- ftr a. similar WKo" ha "fcirmiKh was over I went
groes went north instead of west. It into the fighting line in France.
the
first
was their unexplained absence that
Every day the Imiun papers are could almost hear the tired little operation, played
with ono of the chasseurs to where
led Duryea to think the Germans had filled with appeals from the wives, sis- voice as he read the sentences over period against Wisconsin that year the officer in charge of the patrol had
ters and mothers of missing officers, again, though he did not need the let and a week later played through the fallen.
made a capture..
ter to repeat the contents. It was entire game with Michigan. And,
Dunbar will never race again.- His seeking information as to their fate. seared Into his brain.
'I saw immediately that the man
says Coach. Williams!, Pickering never had died from a
legs have given aawy, although. Im- Hundreds of officers are not accounted
shot through . the
Briefly she told of her determina felt the
slightest after effects.
tion to make away with herself, alludheart. But the chasseur who accomproved by the fire treatment. But his for who are not known to be dead.
so
opThe Harvard doctors are not
Swindlers have taken advantage of ing to the insanity that was supposed
value has not decreased on this acpanied me, and who evidently was
timistic, however, and the parents of
to
of
curse
be
the
to
her
women
mother's
failure
distracted
fam
the
get
of
by
sire
the
future
as
be
he
count,
may
very fond of the officer, asked me,
news of their relatives and are con- ily and of her fear that, she would Brickley are putting their ban on fu- with great concern in his voice:
Df rby winners,
to
be
burden
a
come
to
football
him.
Harvard
the
ture
for
It
was
glory
stantly greying on them.
"'Does my officer live?'
Fake Relief Workers
- ,
just the way she had spoken of her star.
a
officer
who
Ammother
of
The
the
young
been
"I shook my head, saying:
have
telling
Refugees
dread and he had laughed at her.
He could see her now as' she sug
"No, he Is dead.
erican relief committee queer tales of has not been heard from since the
"And then a very touching thing
Trended relief workers operating in battle of Mons was recently approach- gested the dread possibility, the quiv
Holland. Most of those presendors ed by a swindler who represented him- ering lips, the eyes of a tired, hurt SAYS COFFEE DRINKERS occurred. The soldier fell to his knees
ei steamship and hotel agents work- self as a, valet and said he had seen little child. He had laughed when
beside the dead officer and prayed for
who circulate the missing officer in Brussels and ex- he should have taken her Into his HAVE REAL DRUG HABIT a long time. A gripping ipicture. On
ing on commission,
words
arms
the
of
with
loving cheer
among the incoming trains with badg- pected to return there the next day. that would have
the ground, In a flood of sunshine, lay
dispelled her doubts.
es on their sleeves.
Some of them The swindler was short of cash But It was the last part of It that
four dead horses. My men stood
warned passengers that rooms were through tho failure to get a remit- held his thoughts. She had writen: PHYSICIAN DECLARES FOOD VA. about them in a ring and in a circle
obtainable at; Rotterdam and ad- tane and asked for money which he
LUE IS NIL AND PEOPLE USE
rested the dead officer 'with a private
1 couldn't let that come, John.
It would
vised Amsterdam for a reason ovw would promptly return upon his ar- make
ONLY FOR STIMULATION
It ho bad for you.
Mother didn't
praying at his side. We were silent
rival at Brussels, The money was know that It was coming on her, I can't
htard by one of the refugees.
the silence of death was upon us; but
iell that it is eomlns to me, but some"What do you mean by telling these supplied and letters to tho missing times I think It is. and I want to go away
That many people are slaves to tea through it wa heard the steps of
comes.
it
In Rotter- - son were entrusted to the sympathetic before
people, they c&tt't.getj-oomI don't want you to remember me ng I and coffee appears from a statement Death, who may gather us tomorrow.
niothftr at this Inst Timt
dam?" asked one agent angrily of
courier who never was heard of again,
of Dr. C. J. Douglass, of Dorchester,
"I, too, said a prayer for the brave
-...... Mass.
ft tTAI.
r
These men have even represented
tA
"They do not distinguisn the enemy, the dead comrade Lieutenant
and you said I smiled like
"We want some of the business that they saw wounded officers in cer drove toto town,
when 1 was a little girl. I shall difference between drugs and food in of Reserve Gaston Forgues of
I used
that, If we take rememtoo," responded the Amsterdam man, tain hospitals near the fighting zone like to remember
effect on the system.
brance where 1 am going, to remember their
"' An American
lady complained of and have delivered fictitious requests that I reminded you of those imppy
"There is no substitute for an endays.
giving an endorsed check for 20 pounds for funds to supply delicacies to the happy
And I want to tell every one hew dem slaving drug. When the effect of one
RELATIVES ARE ANXIOUS
to an American stranger who treated injured.
you have been to me ana how kind you dose has worn off, another dose of
are and how gentle. Some may think i'
Vamt.
her gallantly In Germany. . Since he
'xlllad
I
disor
itranKa
mysll They my the same drug must be taken
Paris, Oct 22 (Correspondence of
Their challenger was Just In range or comfort follows, but if nutrition is the
was going ahead of the party, he vol- Associated Press). The Geneva
the exhaust cock. In fact, not five feet
a hundred different foods will committee organized to centralize and
away from it his face was directly wanted,
supply the demand with equally sat- assure the exchange of information reSTIIIGIIiG PUNISHMENT upon a level with it
Tell
The little valve that operated this isfactory results.
garding prisoners of war is receiving
was Just at the side of the engineer.
"Tea and coffee are never taken more than two thousand inquiries a
Pressure would set it going. The halt because of any small nutritive ele- day by letter, in addition to many
By EPES WINTHROP SARGENT.
was causing furnace and boiler tc ment
they may contain. Some drink telegrams.
make surplus steam at a keen rate.
them in small quantities merely beRequests for information have been
(Copyright.)
Suddenly, but quite naturally, it
or to received from Monsieur Delcasse,
"Take good care of yourself, John, looked, the engineer gave a lurch. Hit cause the taste is agreeable,
wash down solid food.
French minister of foreign affairs.
and if you want anything don't be elbow met the extending valve.
"On the other hand, if a sufficient concerning ms son, wounded near
afraid to say so. We all want to do
Hiss sa splutter a blood curdling
what we can to help. Poor Lizzie screa-- i!
Straight into the face of the quantity is habitually taken, so that Nancy and picked up by the Germans;
will be worrying about you. We can't unsuspecting Mexican went a scalding when they are discontinued, uncomfort- from Sir Edward
i
Grey, English foreign
have that, you know. Poor Lizzie I" deluge. Blinded, blistered, in agony, able symptoms follow, then it is evi minister,
his nephew;
concerning
our1
or
be
should
is
best
Experience
John Marvin groaned and the drawn he dropped both revolvers. His hands; dent that a drug liabit has been Princess of
concernteacher. Women who have obeyed the
Hps grew tense, as be tried to meet went up to his tortured eyes.
formed.
Prince of
the
of
highest and noblest of all sacrifices, the
ing
"Now,
then!"
shouted
Marvin, and
struggle for the life of others, should the eye of the kindly neighbor, and
habitual
a
example,
person
for
whose
death
she
not
had
inform
"If,
been
he sprang to the lever.
have a better idea of helpful Influence failed.
a
A dozen shots from the bandits de ly drinks so much coffee for break-f- ed through German channels; from the
than those who theorize from observation.
"Poor Lizzie!" he echoed dully. "I
'misses
on
At any rate when a prospective
he
it
that'
rector of the University of Munich,!
the
of
side
cut
omitting
the
rattler:
can't realize that she'B really gone. scending
urges her daughter to do as she
the cab. A curve was turned something' during the forenoon, he concerning his eon, a prisoner in Eng
did to use "Mother's Friend," there is Up up there, you know, I wanted to against
"Saved!" uttered the fireman, with may be set down as an excessive cof- land.
make them stop shoveling, to tell
to believe it the right advice.
"Mother's Friend" is an external ap- them that she
grin and chuckle.
seems
dead.
A German general, unable to do so
wasn't
It
fee drinker. He is relying on the
Its
mothers.
purfor
expectant
plication
Marvin.
as
qualified
"Hardly,"
she
be
Dead!
dead.
though
"They
can't
the
to
is
furnish
to
muscles,
stimulation of the drug, caffeine, and himself, begged the committee to
pliancy
pose
to take away the strain on the cords and And by her own hand; her own will try more than one ambush, but V.
the daily use of any drug for such a send good news to the wife of a
we can make Sopoma "
ligaments, to relieve the tension of nerves hand, poor little girl."
and tendons so apt to provoke or agFrench colonel, a (prisoner at
is
still fifty miles from purpose is Injurious."
"Why, that
His glance wandered vacantly about
gravate nausea, morning sickness, twltch- the room that had once been home to the Junction."
ilngs of the limDs ana so on.
fa Although, in the nature of thinjfs, a
INSTANT
The Paris papers are also serving
"If we can only make Sonoma!" re
NOTE. The
him and sighed.
Mrs. Calder patted
woman would use "iuotner s jmena put
peated Marvin in a businesslike tone POSTUM while much resembling the as a sort of clearing house for inforbut rarely, yet so effective has it been his arm reassuringly.
that sounded hopeful to his puzzled higher grades of Java coffee In flavor mation concerning families and friends
found that this splendid remedy Is on sale
"You musn't take on eo, John,"-sh- e
In most drug stores throughout
the
assistant. "I
so!" he added and appearance is absolutely fre from dispersed as the result of the exodus
United States. It has been prepared by warned. "You ain't nothin' to blame half an hour thought slowed
later, and
up Just the coffee drugs 'caffeine1 and 'tannin from the north of France on the ap'lirndfleld Regulator Co., 40 Lamar Bid?., yourself for. You did all you could
Atlanta, Ga., and advertised by us for to make her happy. Her mother was in time to avoid dashing into a barri
'over forty years, This is a fine record
cade of railroad ties piled across the or any other harmful ingredient. Re proach of the Germans.
for such a special remedy and the grate- -' like her, poor thing, always worrySome of the papers are carrying
cent decrease In coffee sales is very
as
are
Just
ing about George not lovln' her. I rails. This time six rough characters
iul letters received
of
as
were
those
years
ago
surrounded
the
generally attributed to the growing pages of these, inquiries and it has
It was worryin' about her mothappreciative
engine.
guess
notwithstanding that methods are sup- er that made her do it.
"Cut off that car," ordered their American custom of using Post urn- as been proposed to organize a committee
posed to have greatly advanced. Ask at
similar to the Geneva committee to
a table beverage instead of coffee,
"You ain't got nothin to reproach leader, and Marvin obeyed.
the drug store for a bottle of ''Wather't
friend," It is worth while,
"Nowj then, go .on. about your busl- Adv,
take charge of them.

If

their use.
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I will sell at public auction at the old
Forsythe place on
South Pacific Street, Las Vegas, N. M., on Tt,m.sday Oct.
22, 1914, the following described stock:
One year old Hereford Bull
One 16 month's Hereford Bull
On 5 year old steer
23 head coming- 2 year old

4

sides
17 head of coming 2 and 3
year old heifers

stetr's

7 head of calves over 6 months

old

cows with calves by their

1
I
1

34 cows without calves
6 head of ranch horses

-

1

i

These cattle are mostly high grade Herefords.
stock, are vaccinated against Black Leg.

All

young

Sale to commence at 9:30 o'clock A. M. sharp

TERMS OF SALE: GASH

A. II. GERARD,

F.

Auctioneer.

J. WESNER,
E. E, GEHRING,
Clerk.
Prop.
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"Does Yo' AH Drink Coffee?"
Then here's your opportunity to secure

A S7.00 "TIIEHMAX"
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Electric Coffee Percolator for $5.98
and if you'll bring your old coffee pot we will allow you $1.00
for it, making the price
.

$4.98

These percolators have a patented pumping process which entirely does away with bol tog and its harmful results. In lesa
than two minutes after the current is turned on the water
circulating through the coffee and by the time the boiling
point is reached percolation is completed and the coffee ready
to server just.
There's no work and no fuss, just a "twitch of the switch" and
the percoiater does the rest. Inexpensive to operate as you can
bo-gi-

make five cups of coffee for less than
See demonstration
i4

Tfco

Las

of thla percolator at Stearns' Grocery Dur- '"3 Coffee Week

ta liit zii

Fcv.cr Co.
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cent.

Take advantage of this offer Now,
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food-drin-
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them of such kind, und in sufnclent
quantity as to injure the eye. They
find that no artificial source of light

UaI LY OPTIC

E

ESTABLISHED

i'd

s
for Illuminating purposes
radiation to
enough ultra-viole-t
involve the slightest danger to the

1879

publisKta by
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING
(Incorporated)
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GROWER
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IS.00
L00

Six Months

dividends larger

BUT

SCABS SIAKECOIIPLAINI
In Advance for Mall
Subscriptions.)
Remit by check, draft or money
COMMERCE
BEFORE
not EVIDENCE
grder. If sent otherwise we will
PROFIT
SHOWS
COMMISSION
fee responsible for loss.
RAILROADS
FOR
THE
on
free
application.
Specimen copies
(Cash
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PAPERS DISCONTINUED

AT

EXPIRATION OF TIME
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Advertisers are guaranteed the
swgest dally and weekly circulation
f any newspaper In northern New
ttexlco.
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Business Office
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Washington, Oct. 22. Cross exami
nation of John B. Oldham, who spoke
for the Investment Bankers' association at the interstate commerce commission hearing today on the application of the eastern railroads for higher freight rates, developed testimony
that the rate of interest on fixed
charges of the railroads had dropped
during 1913 to 4.44 from an average
of 4.80 for the ten years preceding,
and that the average dividend rate
for 1913 was 6.48 as against a ten year
average of 5.43.
In examination of figures presented
by Mr. Oldham, Louis D. Brandels,
the commission's counsel, drew the
conclusion that the amount of capital
required by the roads to earn a dollar
on a year's operation had decreased
n.tica, uuw- in 1913. Mr. 01db
ever, that the falling interest charge
did not Indicate the roads had borrow
ed money at a lower rate. Under ex
planation by Thome, counsel for sev
eral shippers' organizations, it was
developed that the decline in net In
come of the railroads had been frac
tional and that the roads had been
maintained at a higher level during
1913, than during previous years,
Mr. Oldham, agreed that would seem
to indicate the roads were making
larger , net revenues. He contended.
however, that they should have tha
increase without delay. He said that
while bankers were in complete accord with the commission's suggestion
in the previous rate decision, that by
more careful management and certain
reform the roads could increase their
revenues, the European war had
brought about dire conditions which
made it "dangerous" to await the
working out of such reforms.
When Mr. Oldham left the witness
stand It was announced that the bankers had finished offering testimony.
vTcT Maxwell, general traffic manager of the Wabash railroad, took the
stand to offer statistics to show decreased earnings for 1913 and 1914.

"11UV IT AT HOME"
"Patronize Home Industries" Is the
i.ew slogan, of the Las Vegas Commerf'UlA olulv whosa
olipy it will lift to
t ndeavor to better business conditions,
loster established industries and cre
ate new ones by educating Las Vegas
people to buy their goods at home.
Las Vegas has had for years the
reputation of being an
purchasing place. Mali order houses
are said to do a large business here.
This is not because goods of equal or
better quality cannot be purchased
here at the same or less ipriees than
are charged by the mail order concerns. Las Vegas ?ias progressive and
enterprising merchants aid the patronize home industries campaign, of
the Commercial club is for the purpose of showing the public it is to Its
advantage to purchase all its goods at
home,
It is the home mereiiant who pays
the taxes and digs up money for town
boosting and charity balls. It is he
that contributes to the band and the
baseball teamnot the mail order man'
in Chicago and the more home money
that goes through his hands the more
progressive will he and his home competitors make Las Vegas.
Two Incidents have been related re
cently by home merchants of times
when they had underbid mail order
prices and how in one o them, where
t
the dealer sold the goods on credit.
Is
still
the
he
waltincfw
moneyjjiat
HAIR MEANS
would havft., accompanied the order FALLING
a
from
had the purchase been made
DANDRUFF IS ACTIVE
regular mail order house, and how in
the other the local man had sold a
woman buyer the goods she demanded
at exactly the same prices as a mail Save Your Hair. Get a 25 Cent" Bottle of Danderine Right'
order house with which she had been
Now
dealing would have done and then got
he
10 per cent more for them than
Thin, brittle, colorless and "scraggy
would If he had sold them at his own
hair is mutfi Evidence of a neglected
i
regular prices, jj
scalp; of dandruff that awful scurf.
There is nothing so destructive to
ALLEGED D AIDERS TO Til 15 the hair as dandruff. It robs the hair
EYE DISPUOVJ2I
of its lustre, its strength and Its very
The eye is of such supreme Impo- life; eventually producing a feverish-nes- s
rtance to man and its mechanism Is so
and itching of the scalp, which
delicate that it is quite naturally re-- , if not remedied causes the hair roots
tiarded as peculiarly susceptible to to shrink, loosen and die then the
mil sorts of offending agencies and hair falls out fast. A little Danderine
exposed to a myriad of unsuspected tonight now any time will surely
dangers. Many of these fears and be- save your hair.
Get ft 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's
liefs are well grounded. Some 6f them
on the other hand, have led to unwar- Danderine from any drug store or
rantable conclusions. Certain of the toilet counter, and after the first
modern ilium inants have acquired the plication your hair will take on thai
reputation of being dangerous by rea- life, lustre and luxuriance which Is so
son of injurious effects of the ultra-rtrlf- it beautiful It will become wavy and
radiation delivered by them.
fluffy and have the appearance of
Drs. Verhoeff and Bell of Boston abundance; an Incomparable gloss and
Thave published a summary of an
softness, but what will please you most
of the effects of radiation will be after just a few weeks' use,
on the eye. The vital question Is not when you will actually see a lot of
whether a light source gives ultra-vicl- fine, downy hair new hair growing
radiations, but whe her it gives ail over your scalp. Adv;.
n
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APPROVAL

Experiments on rabbits, monkeys,
etc., and observations on the human
subject prove that the retina may be
flooded for an hour or more with light

trans-Ssitslo-

rr

OCTOBER

(Continued From Page One.)
N. O. Hermann, Charles Green-clay- ,
Herman Ilfeld, Simon Bacharach,
George A, Fleming and William N.

lly

Rosenthal.
Auditing Robert L. M, Ross.
Grievance and Taxation John S.
Clark, D. W. Condon and M. Danziger.
Railroads and Transportation H.
V. Kelly, Clarence Iden and L. C. Wit-teNormal ' Affairs Judge David J.
Leahy, M. M. Padgett, William Spring
er, M. W- - Browne and Hallett Iiay- nolds.
Roads Robert J. Taupert, Stephen
Powers and William Springer.
Newly created special committee on
advertising, of which presdent is to
be chairman, secretary a member and
membership chosen from board of di
rectors: W. P. Southard, Leo M.. Tipton, Hallett Raynolds, George A. Flem
ing and Isaac Davis,
Present at the meeting were Presi
dent Southard, Secretary Tipton and
Directors Leahy, Raynolds, Padgett,
Greenclay, Hermann, Davis, Fleming
and Springer.

UNKNOWN MAN IS
SLAYER OF

111
(Continued from Page One)
Carman's talks with me, because I
was a friend of the family and had
been for years. As to Farrell, we will
prove him a liar."
Maid's Story Denied
Vigorous assault on the testimony
given
by Celia Coleman, the
Carman maid, was begun by the de
fense with its first witness, Benedict
of
Cheesman, a negro stenographer
New York. Cheesman testified thnfc
ne and two negro lawyers called on
Celia in New York on July 14, and
that the lawyers questioned Celia
while he took down questions and an
sv.
in shorthand. He identiifed a
typewritten statement as the one she
had made. In this Celia said Bhe
wanted to tell the whole truth. She
was not under oath, however, and
made no mention of Mrs. Carman's
having shown her a revolver. The
court stenograper read in a monotone
the long statement taken down by
Cheesman and alleged to have been
made by Celia. Recess was then ta
ken for luncheon, with Cheesman still
on the stand
After Cheesman was excused Tho
mas Crogan, driver of a moving van;
testified that he saw Farrell three
times in New York on the day and
evening Of the murder and on ech of
the two following days, Farrel told
him that he thought he would get
mixed up in the case, as he would
at least get three square meals a day,
Crogan testified.
ut
William Austin, li'a-- barber of New
York City, testified that! he saw Far
rell with Crogan at 7:15 o'clock the
night of the murder.. He denied that
he was known in New York City as
a gunman.' - '('?.(.
...

STEEL C0HP03AT ION'S
PRAISES ARE SUNG

attorney for the concern
says
it Would eat from" ,,
....

THE HAND
j
PMfaflelphia; Oct. tt. Resuiping his
argument for the defense today a the
federal suit' to dissolve the' United
States Steel corporation on the, ground
that it violated, the anti-trulaw,
Richard V. Lindabury in United States
district court continued to describe
the corporation. He denied the earnings of the corporation were excessive
and said they were quite ordinary.
Counsel told the court that the record in the case does not show a single Instance of rebates having been
asked or received by the concern or
In 1905,
by any of its subsidiaries.
he said, the finance committee, fearing that some of its subordinates
might resort to rebates, sent a letter
to the presidents of most of the railroads with which the corporatalon did
business, warning them against the
giving of rebates to any representative
No competitor
of the corporation..
anywhere, he added, has charged the
corporation with unfair methods or
with underselling in particular locals
ties.

1914.
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Three Points

con-lain-

extreme intensity, without any sign
permanent Injury. Only when the
concentration of light Involves enough
heat is the retina liable to be injured.
Actual experiments made on the human
eye show conclusively that no
Bast
Entered at tba postoffice at
of radiation on the reconcentration
t
Vegas, New Mexico for
artificial illumlnant is
tina
from
any
through the United Btatea
to
sufficient
produce injury under any
Mills as second class matter.
practical conditions.
cataracts often charged- to specific
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
ultraviolet or other, is regarded as probably due to the overheat- Dally, by Carrier
06
Copy
ling of the eye as a whole with conse16
i.-lens.
4hn
it
s8e Week
-- t!ae Month
Ills comforting to be told, says The
7.80 Journal of the American Medical assoOne Year
Mall
Daily, by
ciation, that commercial illuminants
16.00 are
Tear (In advance)
entirely free from danger under
8.00
5x Months (In advance)
ordinary conditions of their use. The
7.00
Dae Tear (In arrears
glass enclosing globes used In all prac3.50 tical commercial Illuminants are am
Btx Months (In arrears)
ply suincieni to reduce rauiauimn vciy
far below the danger point.
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CO.
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NEW

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, THURSDAY,

To consider in Selecting Your Bank.
First: Will my money be safe?
Second: Can I get it when I want it?
Third: Will my bank be able and willing to give me financial aid
when I need it?
With ample capital and surplus, conservatively managed by directors
who have been successful in their business affairs, this bank offers safety
and prompt and liberal service to depositors of responsibility.

& Trust Company
copies Bank
Capital and Surplus

OUR.

OPTICAL DEPARTMENT

is the most complete in the state and
for prompt grinding and repairing is
excelled by none.
Work sent us by mail is returned
by the first return post.

Robert J. Taupert

$125,000.00

l

jeweler and Optician
New Mexico
.
.
as Vegas,

, WONDERFUL DISCIPLINE
per cent are afflicted with the boF01S
COMPANIES
Oct. 22.. Recognition, is given
NEW
Rome,
JUDGE
vine variety of tuberculosis, probably
German discipline by Luigi Barziui,
on account of their diet of milk.
war correspondent with the French of
with
Dr. Calmette's experiments
THE COLORADO GUA
IIII18ELFJ8 THEORY anhnals
the Roman C'orriere Delia Sera, In a
show that sheep, goats, hors- article on the fighting about
recent
Im
3 and donkeys are practically
Chambry.
fed
those
EVI
EXPLAINS
AMMONS
mune, while pigs, especially
GOVERNOR
JURY HEARS INTERESTING
"Along the road of Chambry a story
on milk, show Important traces.
RUMORS THAT HAVE REACHDENCE IN WILL CONTEST
a combat,, of man against man was
of
finds
The bacillus of consuian-tioED WASHINGTON
CASE
told by the dead," wrote Mr. Barzini.
its field in domestic life and the so"A troop of Germans who had been
Oct. 22. That cial circle, and Dr. Calmette empha
Albuquqerque, N.
Washington, Oct. 22. A protest left behind to
an
guard the rear had'taken
are
domestic
animals
the
sizes
that
from officers of the United Mine cover in
Judge Julius Staab, whose will his
ditch along the road, from
the
distribution.
in
its
active
rein
to
break
agent
the
brother Arthur is seeking
Workers of America against
where they had replied to the fire of
the district court on the ground that
Intention of Governor Amnions
ported
not
the
If
enemy.
on
all
winter
he
hang
time
They
the judge was insane at the
to send the National Guard into the
"The Germans offered resistance to
serious Colorado
zone was received todrew it, committed suicide in a Swiss checked, and pave the way for
strike
the very last the last dead FrenchGet a botsanitarium, was brought formally be throat and lung diseases.
day by President Wilson and referred man
Tar Com- to
lay three meters from the ditch.
fore the jury today. The fact became tle of Foley's Honey and
Secretary Garrison.
Then
the storm passed over them and
Stops
take
it
and
freely.
Governor Ammons, replying today
generally known months ago, when the pound,
inflamed
killed
the last one. Stabbed through
raw
heals
and
colds,
court
coughs
the
of
order
to Secretary Garrison's previous in
deposition taken by
is
and
and
the
loosens
through with the bayonet, the Gerphlegm
in Switzerland was filed, but the fact throat,
quiry about , reports that the guard man soldiers
children
for
Best
laxative.
lay against the embank
was established today for the purpose mildly
was being reorganized to take the ,
ment in a row. Bent bayonets and
No opiates. O. G.
cav-J
of the action in progress by the read and grown persons.
a
place of federal troops, said that
broken rifles spoke of the violence of
and. Red .Cross Drug Store.
ing of the deposition. Judge Staab Schaefer
airy rifle team returning from a rtfle the
desperate struggle.
shot, himself.
competition probably gave rise to' the
Dr. Edward Staab, who went on the
that
Ammons
added
story. Governor
stand Monday afternoon, finished his DARK DAYS FQR ARMY OFFICERS
'company of infantry recently has
Gloom
22.
Oct.
pre
Washington,
testimony today. Judge Held, for Arbeen
accepted from Las Anamas counvails among the drawing room heroes,
thur Staab, concluded
and
assigned to the Second infantry
ty
and there was some redicrt ex- who, by order of the war department, of the National Guard, and another
must needs mount thetrt steeds and
amination.
probably will be accepted from HuerIxrais A. McRae took the stand after undertake the obstacle ride annually fano county and assigned to the SecKANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
prescribed for cavalry and field ar- ond Infantry. They will be equipped
Dr. Staab. He testified to close relaKansas
City, Oct. 22. Hogs, receipts
tions with Judge Staab for several tillery officers. Disability is the only as all other National Ouard soldiers:. 6,000.
Market
higher. Bulk $7
mount
to
e
excuse, and those who fail
months before his departure for
instructions have been con- 7.35; heavy $7.207.40; pigs $0.25
Regular
and said that he always consid- and ride will be reported to the retir ducted for several weeks past for
6.75.
ered Wnr fully sane. The reading of ing board.
members of the guard in Las Animas
Cattle,
receipts 4,000. Market stea
the deposition began after Mr. McRae
as in all other dy. Prime fed steers f6.6510.75;
and
Huerfano
counties,
POTATO SHOW IN MICHIGAN
left the stand, and continued Into the
of the state."
western steers $6.508.75; calves $5
v
Oct. 23. To parts
Mich.,
Menominee,
afternoon session.
no other significance to the
There
is
10.25.
In the course of his testimony yes- arouse interest in the potato'and its story, Governor Ammons replied.
Sheep, receipts 5,000. Market strong.
Commercultivation! the Menominee
terday afternoon Dr. Edward Staab
Lambs $6.757.60; yearlings $5.25
to
a
cial
poca
club
opened yesterday
said .'Judge Staab's feelings toward
RAILROAD MEN END TOUR
C75.
Arthur were not cordial. In convers- show and brought together farmers
a
San Diego, Cal., Oct.
the
of
owners
all
from
parts
ation with him, he said, Judge Staab and land
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
week of sight seeing on the coast the
M i.t
Aiitiut was not reliable, upper peninsula. The development of
load of passenger agents
train
Oct. 22. Indifferent cables
special
Chicago,
was
uneui-tne
this
iu
ui,
caIji
crop
that he made misrepresentations and
who are ttta euests of the Gould Imps, tended to check the buying of wheat.
bition, and the speaking, and it is aimwas not to be trusted.
wound up their trip here today, where Alter opening unchanged to
cent
Dr. Staab said' Arthur abused the ed to make Michigan the foremost pothey are the guests of the exposition higher, the market receded below last
trust imposed on him by his father in tato growing section in America.
managers. There are 230 people in night's level. The close was unsetmoney matters. 'Arthur, the witness
the party, which consists of members tled
to
under last night'
asserted, took money from his father
of the American Association of TravCorn eased off as a result of a little
RELEASE
and stole jewelry from his mother. BRITISH
eling Passengei" Agents and their Increase In country offers. The openThe witness said Arthur repeatedly
families,
ing, which varied from V cent to a
litd to the family and promised things
advance, was followed a slight
he did not carry out.
AMERICAN VESSEL WEST VIRGINIA WOMEN TO MEET shade and
then a sag all around. The
jally
Dr. Slaab, who went abroad with
W. Va., Oct. 22. The close was nervous at V
t'arkersburg,
cent net
Judge Staab, said the latter's mental
annual
the
of
West
to
lower
cent
meeting
advance.
Virginia
condition did not change from that THE JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER'S
Federation of Women's clubs conclud
Edgin? sales weakened oats.
time to the time of his death. He
CARGO WAS THOUGHT TO
ed a three-daysession today, which
Provisions roan with. hogs.
tried to keep secret the judge's suiBE CONTRABAND
was featured by enthusiastic addresses
The
closing quotations were:
cide at the Swiss sanitarium, he said,
and pretty social functions. Mrs.
Dec. 1.15; May 1.21.
Wheat,
to save his sisters from the shock.
Wasahington, Oct. 22. Sir Cecil
was one of the most notable
Dec.
691g; May 71.
Corn,
anHis father, Dr. Staab said, was
Spring-Rice- ,
the British ambassador, visitors, and Mra
Oats, Dec. 50; May 53.
imogene Oakley,
gry with Arthur for marrying "in sec- was informed today by the London
of the civil service department of the
Pork, 'Jan. $18.95: May $19.30.
said with em- foreign office that the American tank
recy," but, the
federation delivered olle of
general
Lard, Nov. 510.45; Jan. $9 .21
not
was
Abraham
Staab
preju- steamer John D. Rockefeller, seized by
phasis,
the
addresses.
principal
Ribs, Jan. $9.85.
diced against Arthur because the lat- British cruisers, had been released.
ter married a Gentile.
The ambassador received no word
Questions as to the terms of the concerning the other American ships,
settlement between Arthur Staab and the Brindilla and Platuriai, His ad
the other children of Abraham Staab vices were communicated at once to
after the death of the latter elicited the White House and that was taken
the statement that Arthur Staab re- in official circles aS an indication of
ceived $104,000 while Dr. Staab and the interest that President Wilson has
hm
iffh jptnupw.
tmnk.
Judge Julins Staab had received taken in. the case.
amounts approximating $170,000.
The Rockefeller, like the Brindilla
and the other two ships, carried Illum
MICHIGAN BAPTISTS MEET
inating oil which Great Britain is understood to have decided is contra
22.
The
Kalamazoo, Mich., Oct,
band. She was seized and taken to
seventy-nintannual convention of
islands off the coast of Scotland.
the Michigan Baptist association con
The ambassador's advices were that
eluded Its three day meeting here to
the
Rockefeller's cargw was consigned
day.
Many notable speakers and a
to order at Copenhagen, and
merely
of
the
all
parts
large attendance from
the
British cruisers which took
that
state made the gathering one of the
her had difficulty in establishing her
held
here.
most enthusiastic ever
...
destination.
t '
:,,.;
Among the speakers were Dr. W. F,
ambassador made the
The
British
Padelford' of Boston, Professor David
following statement, based on a mes- C. Gilmofe ofBurmah, India, DA B. F.
sage1 from the London foreign, office:
s
Hinney of "Topeka, DrvW.-K"The John D. Rockefeller waai de
and
of
of the University
Chicago
tained because there was nothing to
Rev: Carl D. Case of Buffalo.
show in her papers to? whom the oil
she carried was destined. It was only
LILLE'S LAST GIFT TO HUMANITY consigned 'to order.' It has now been
London, Oct. 22. The important ascertained that the oil in her tanks
fact that domestic animals are dis- was destined for the Danish Petroleum
ease spreaders has been given to the company and that there is in Denmark
world after an exhaustive study by an embargo oa exportation. DirecDr. A. Calmette, director of the Pas- tions were at once given for the re
teur Institute at Lille. Just before lease of the vessel. Fuel and lubri
I
the war broke out, Calmette hastened cants were declared conditional con
his efforts to give his work to. the traband by the order of August i."
ortside world. The recent abandonW. T. Huchens, Niciiotson, Ga had
ment of the town of Lille to the Ger
mans closes the famous Institute con a severe attack of rheumatism. Hie
ducted here, and Dr. Calmette Is glv-- feet, ankles and Joints were swollen
The dangers due to cats and dogs Is and moving about was very painful
1
the warning Dr, Calmette sees as a He was certainly in a bad way wheD
mult of his many experiments for he started to take Foley Kidney Pills
tuberculosis causes. Of the dogs he He Bays, "Just a few doses made me
examined, those of cafes, cabarets and feel better, and now my pains and
x.
restaurants are often infected, four or rheumatism are all goae and I sleep
L.J t. j
O. G. Schaefer and
five per cent belnig afflicted. Of the all night long."
N.Mr j
rr.f ny cats in. cities he has visited, one Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
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movement to get largo numbers to
to the cities in the possession
of the enemy is slow.
All the school and church, build
SURPLUS
CAPITAL PAID IN
DAYS 1.13 INCH
ings of Flushing are occupied by im$100,000.H'
$50,000.00
The schools
I
poverished Belgians.
-- - ,.
' "fe'TA.r.i . II. n. Warding of El Paeo is iu the
h
have been dismissed to accommodate
A.
INDICATIONS ARE FOR MORE RAIN
u
a
short
for
stay.
city
them. The normal population of the
OR FOR A HEAVY SNOW
II
Ai. C. Richards of Pueblo is making
STORM
city is 20,000, but it is today aug
H
a brief stay in Las vegas,
minted by probably 10,000 Belgians
W. E. Davis of pueblo is among yescrly 2,000 of whom have funds and
Despite the promise of clearing
J. M. Cunningham, President.
D. T. Hosklns, Cashier.
terday's business arrivals.
that was held out by the rttful bursts
IN SOOTH AFRICA are able to pay their way. The muni
Frank
Springer,
B. II. Pollard of Dallas, Texas, Is in of sunshine during the afternoon yescipality is bearing the expense of
. i terday, the storm reassembled toward
the city for a brief stay.
feeding and sheltering the destitute
Many refugees are leaving daily for
Charles P. Walker of Wichita, Kas., dark last night and shortly before 6 RETURNING
TRAVELER SAYS
but the Belgian and British
in
into
Las
a
o'clock
burst
England,
hotelsi
of
the
local
downpour
one
at
is registered
GERMAN INFLUENCE IS FELT
have not granted the remore
severe
was
had
governments
than
than
Vegas
or
BY
BRITISH
man
a
business
E. L. Hanck,
of
for transports to fa
24
the
occurred
quest
Flushing
during
preceding
Houston, Texas, is registered at one
cilitate
this
was some hail in the
and as a removement,
hours.
There
10,22.
More
New
Oct.
than
York,
of the local hotels.
the
of
sult
burden
has not
none
fell
T'luslilng
in
the
000 Germans of all classes, from merMrs. J. L. Emory of New York ctty neighborhood, though
All
the
been
lifted.
officers
the
rain
municipal
the
proper.
city
During
night
to
internchants
waiters, have been
is among the more recent tourist arand school teachers are at work feed- fell in showers of increasing intensity, ed in a
Johannesnear
In
publici park
Las Vegaa.
rivals
and toward daylight, aoout 5 o'clock, burg, South Africa, by British author- in? the fugitives. Soup and meats are
H. Esslner of Santa Fe is stopping
or dinner and the other meals
here a short time on business. He is sharp flashes of lightning, accompani ities as the result of reported activi- - given
consist
of meat, torrad, cheese and
ed
by heavy thunder, accentuated the ttec of German agents among natives,
a traveling salesman.
)
CAPITAL
coffee.
The refugees wash, their
demonstration
This
the
elements.
of
according to , C. Eaton of Tacoma,
Mrs. George Hile of Watrous left
them
and
cook
clothes
and
their
iron
last night for Toledo, O., to visit her morning, after the r.orkiug day had Wash., who recently left South Africa meals in the school houses. At
OFFICE WITH THE SAN MIGUEL NATIONAL BANK
night
really commenced, there were two and arrived here today on the Italian
relatives at that, place.
straw
on
under
seats.
the
they sleep
Mrs. O. M. Ward, who has been mak- heavy showers and several light ones, ship Adriatic; from Liverpool.
Physicians are keeping careful
so litever
with
a
interspersed
little,
war
"The
a
situation
rehas
created
in
will
an
WM. G.
extended
visit
Ohio,
ing
.to see that no serious illness
watch
p.esldcnt
sunshine.
tle,
in
South Africa that can be described
turn to Las Vegas this week.
H. W. KELLf
sitbreaks
the
of
strain
the
but
out,
All
the
thermometer
as
yesterday
day
said
"The
Eaton.
Mr.
alarming,"
Miss Mabel Bolony, who has been
D. T. HOSKINS
uation is greater than the philanthrop.
down and down. A raw feel rative
Trea6ure
population outnumbers the
in Las Vegas for some time, will leave dropped
stand
can
of
iceiizens
came
Flushing
into
the
and
said
air;
many
whites
to
one.
about
four
home
by
Early
toiiight for a visit to her old
much longer.
snow was on the way. At the volun- in the war England
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
in Louisiana, Mo.
began withdraw;
Hundreds of the refugees are sleepteer
observation
at
the
Normal
depot
reing the regular troops, which were
Judge Manuel C. da Baca left today
In fishermen's boats in the harfor Santa Fe and other points in Gua- I University the- report was given as placed by recruited bodies termed ing
bor. A Dutch cruiser stands guard
mlri- - heme
follows:
60
Maximum;
degrees;
guards. In the vicinity of Cape
dalupe county. In behalf of B. C.
42 degrees. This- was a drop Town and Durman much uneasiness is at the mouth of the Scheldt. Heavy
Hernandez, Mr. de Baca will make imum,
In a moment firing became
cannonading was heard this morning the table and Senator Smith said he migration inspectors and five outlaws
of 13 degrees from the maximum' of felt, and Germans are
several speeches while away.
general
openly charged frcm the direction of Ostend.
hoped the senate would remain in ses- supposed to have robbed the first Na- upon both sides.
the
2 degrees "with
but
before,
Adams fell dead,
day
to
only
natives
revolt
Mrs. BenColes, wife of Chief
Inciting the
of
was
sion
until
the
house
heard from tional Bank of
Wash., Burke's hat was perforated
Police Ben Coles, left today for Albu from the minimum. There is no indi Part of the defence forces, as fast as
by a bulon the currency and cotton warehouse of $20,000 last Saturday, when
they let and the four surviving robbers
cation
that
the
storm
ia
over
It
and
Is
is
Gerrecruited,
being sent to
querque, where she will attend the
killed a Iboy while firing at citizens fled, with
men all feap,,tiat it may turn man east and C,irninrr south Africa, CONFERENCE
REPORT ,. bills.
the posse in hot pursuit.
meeting of the grand lodge of the Or- sheep
9t'iia(S ShiltWj Rvter flatly announc on the iBtreets.
a
snow
into
would
which
fall,
prove where it is reported the Germans
der of the Eastern Star.
ed his intention of "blocking the ad
The dead:
Mrs. Jacob H. Landau and her son, disastrous to them, and the death of have a force of about 10,000 troops."
ADOPTED BY SENATE journment resolution until the cur- Cliff
Adams, Canadian customs in
Prank Landau, will arrive in Las probably thousands of young lambs
PS
rency amendments were acted on.
spector; unidentified toandit.
Vegas tomorrow evening on Santa Fe from cold, as there is not nearly
Wounded :
BOTH HOUSES OF CONGRESS ARE
train No. 9 from New York, where enough shed room to accommodate BELGIANS, DESTITUTE,
CHAUFFEURS .NEEDED
the great number of sheep on the
James Smith, Canadian customs In
ANXIOUS TO ADJOURN THIS
they spent the summer.
EVENING
Mr.., and Mrs. Charles Ilfeld, who ranges. It also would be praotically
22. Announcement spector; hand shattered.
Oct.
London,
REFUSE TO GO HOME
The slain bandit apparently was a
have been traveling In Europe for Impossible to get them all in off the
was made here today that the British
some time, and) concerning whose hills with the ground in its present
Washington, Oct. 22 The confer- war office requires immediately for foreigner. He carried in a belt $25,000
ence report on the war revenue bill service on the continent 1,000 chauf in gold coin.
HOLLAND CITY IS RAPIDLY
BEerfety muoh fear was felt by their re- soggy condition.
The rainfall yesterday was .46 inch.
latives here at the outbreak of the
was adopted today by a vote 35 to 11. feurs and motor truck
iue omer rour robbers are sur
COMING IMPOVERISHED CARdrivers be
noon
to
the
was
rounded
Up
In the woods at Hazelmere,
wato
today
on
were
did
are
precipitation
not
who
vote
be
senators
said
the
Three
present war,
ING FOR THEM
tween the ages of 20 and 30 years.
ter at last, en route home from Rotter- .67 inch, a total for the two days of
counted as resent to make a quorum. The applicants are requested to place B. C, close to the border.
The posse kept a sharp lookout last
dam, after many exciting experiences. 1.13 inch.
Flusing, Holland, Oct. 22 (via Lon- The senate recessed until 5:30 o'clock, themselves by noon tomorrow in read
For Fall and Wlnta? ahould bs
night,
to
having learned that the rob- the
house.
Mrs. G. A. Smith, who has toeen visIn
the
action
A
await
Belby
total of 8,000 penniless
don).
iness to proceed to the front,
"m
toers, after an encounter 'with officers
MARINES IN AVLONA
i i
ordered now,
iting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. I..
gians quartered today in Flushing re- meantime the house leaders had the
at
M. Ross for some time, left on train
Ferndale,
22.
were
A
an
In
to
Oct.
to
round
effort
the
searched
up
yesterday
London,
fuse absolutely to return to their city
moving
dispatch
We have a complete lino of for-afoot toward the Canadian
No. 10 today for her home in Chicago. Evening News from Venice says:
hemes In Antwerp or other Belgian a quorum.
boundary.
HAVE
WILL
United
Early
InStates
"A company of Italian marines land cities In the hands of the Germans.
6
today
She will stop at Lawrence, Kan., for a
at
Customs
Adjournment of congress
eign and domestic suiting, com.
spector William Schaffner, on guard
visit with, her sister, Mrs. Hermon C. ed at Aviona today. The Italian
p
It is true a hundred refugees did go o'clock tonight was arranged by ad
on
old
the
enth
Great
,
Northern
rightof-wayMiss
Conwell, formerly
infantry, stationed at Lec- back to Antwerp yesterday and an ministration leaders of botli houses
May Ross of
TEAMS IN CONTEST
all
tho
latest
prising
weave, and
saw five men approaching, ince, in' said to be ready to embark for equal number left today, but the today, and a formal resolution to that
this city.
stead
of
was
i
them
he
at right prices.
withdrew to
halting
eirect
pww,-'lThere were some rumblings of a WILL ENDEAVOR iu taAix lmir, the nearest telephone and called up
other memr,
tha
ELS AT TEACHERS' MEET
filibuster by southern, members who
Pressing, cleaning and repairing i
the
result that when the robbers a half
ONCE MORE
want legislation to relieve the cotton
receive special care.
hour later had reached a point a mile
situation, tout the democratic leaders
i
and
a
half
further north they were
seemed sure of their plan.
At the meeting of the State Teachtoy a formidable body of
By a rising vote of 156 to 52, the ers' association, to be held next month
peace officers commanded by Inspec
house adopted the conference report at
Albuquerque, there will be, as tor Burke of the United States Imml- on the war revenue bill, after but one
an oratorical contest, which will
usual,
hour's debate. Reduction of the sen be divided into three classes: first, gation service. Burke called on the
men to halt. The leader drew a pistol,
ate tax on beer, and elimination of the the class
represented by coiitoftants but before lie could fire,' Burke shot
rectified
on
a
spirits from the
five cents
gallon
colleges, in which an ora- hlni dead.had removed practically all opposition. tion written
by a studeiit will be read;
The final agreement was a strictly
second, the class aien only to boys
party vote, republicans voting against of High school rank, in which the
the bill. The conference restored the
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
boys will commit to memory and deKast Las Vegas. N. M.
that the new taxes claim
H, W. Kelly, President
house
provision
Is
of what the coffee trade think of the harmfulness of the coffee-diug- ,
efshown
not
their
in
some
caffeine,
third,
oration,
Albuquerque, N. M.
original;
t.
Jacob
Gross,
should go into effect the day after a
Pecos. N. M.
class devoted to the girts of High
Clarence Men, Secy. & Treas.
forts to get rid of
get a coffee that doesn't contain caffeine!
the passage of the bill.
Trinidad, Colo.
Donald
will
contestants
school rank, in which
Steward,
i
Ruwe, N. M.
After the conference report had
C. C. Robblns,
fi
recite. It is understood that the NorSanta Fe, N. M.e
V-When they do succeed in getting rid of some of the caffeine
to
the result is a weak,
tne
over
senate, Kepresenia-tivgene
will be represented toy
fill- - mal University
mild
a
Texas
of
began
Henry
'
"clover tea" decoction thai few appreciate.
a team that will participate
in all
buster and succeeded in getting the
is
and
that
three
it
classes,
probable
house to agree to take up the cotton
But after all their efforts to rid coffee of part of its catfe no, how about the other coffee-drug- ,
will have representathe
school
High
rule
v& rehouse bill, provided a special
tives in the second and third classes.
"tannin" about 2
grainc to every cup of coffee?
under which amendments to the bank
INCORPORATED
The Normal glee club and orchestra
law are being considered could be dis
all
In
will
state
attend
the
meeting.
posed of. The Texas representative there will be about 30 students and 20
Tannin, is the drug used to tan hidesTwith. Do you know what 1! does to yojiu3j,oacJiiProhably
Wholesale Grocers
WilPresident
a
from
letter
tr-tproduced
.
frr-it- i
f
.
membe-rstate
the
Hen is what good authorities say about it:
of
the faculty from
son expressing the hope that congress
school. A party of the Normal teachthe
before
would
bill
adjournpass
WOOL. HIDES c& PELTS, LUMBER.
ers will go to Albuquerque on..., the
"Tannic acid in coffee interferes with digestion," ''
ment.
BAIN WAGONS
to atNAVAJO BLANKETS
In the senate Senator Smith of night of Friday, November 20,
"The caffeine and thelne in coffee and tea are cerebral stimulants, and the
tend
educational
the
of
the
meeting
held
conference
the
report
up
Georgia
of
EAGLE HAY
tannic acid is an astringent, affecting especially the muoular fibres
council, and will remain in Albuquer'v"
temporarily while he pressed a resoluEthe intestftiaS walls."
over.
que
Thanksgiving.
y
tion for a senatorial commission to
A requt has been made to Presithe cotton export situainvestigate
IL H.' Roberts to allow to
"Tannic acid is universally condemned byall authorities as a hindrance to
tion. The resolution was adopted and dent Frank
be
films of the Normal
shown
the
health."
digestion and
the senate proceeded to the conferscenario' taken here last summer and
ence report
which will be one of the features of
interference
serious
with
health.
of
not
table
continued
a
his
risk
Cheesmftn
the
on
testimony
quit
Why
running
Way keep
at the afternoon session. ,S,e, vera! per- the exposition at San Diego next year.
that bears in it3 train a lot of trouble like nervousness headache, heart, stomach, bowel drslurb-- (
sons from Charleston, S., C., brought It is understood, that the pictures will
si
ance Insomnia, etc,
.,'...
Here by the district: attorney,- were be ehowjii som ;evening during instiInMuch
tutes;
week
at
Albuquerque,;
'
...
prepared to testify. for the state as
Thou!
Buffering from these ills, find It easy to quit coffee1 when they have at hand the deli- to Celia Coleman's reputation' ' for terest is toeing taken in, this film, the
"' cloi
first of the sort ever to toe made; mannourishing beverage
truthfulness.
of moving picture theaters
agers
In the house a parliamentary wranthe country asking for it j
throughout
custhe
of
gle ended by the passage
Colonel Ralph E. Twltchell has been
tomary resolution to notify the presia mpnth or
dent congress was ready to adjourn working on the story for
H
more and reports that he has the lethe
ot
the
and
adjournment
passage
resolution itself. The currency and gends' all ready, and that the entire
cotton questions were opened for dis- film will soon.be ready for exhibition.
cussion
up to the hour of adjourn.
a pure
ment,
1
Made from prime wl at (roasted like coffee) and a bit of wholesome molasses, it contains no caf-iMeanwhile leaders of both houses TWO BEN KILLED IN A
word that President Wilson, at a
got
feine, tannin or any
Idrug or harmful substance.
White House conference with the
CATTLE VITI1 THIEVES
,u LWO rms Regular Postum must be boiled, 15 and 25o packages; and Instant
Washington Correspondents, had exruBluIU
Postum-solu- ble
pressed the opinion that the cotton
made la
cup Instautly. 30c and 50q tins. Both kinds are sold by roc,ers and
bill and basic amendment PCSSE FOLLOWS BANK ROBBERS
warehouse
is
about
th
cost
the
same.
per cup
permitting issue of federal reserve
ON CANADIAN-AMERICAV
notes on commercial paper up to the
BOUNDARY LINE
Old and young alik drteV VOSTUM with
pleasure and comfort.
full capital and surplus of the bank
should be papsed before adjournment.
Blaine, Wash., Oct. 22. Two men
It appeared that both bills could be were killed and another wounded tor-i4.3
passed In time.
M
A.
day in a battle between a posse comWhtn the adjournment
resolution posed of Canadian ami Amprican dephad reached the senate it was laid on uty sheriffs, customs
and im-

It is stated that communication with other places in Albania has
severed in order to prevent the spread
of the news of the landing."
The Italian embassy in London has
no confirmation of the foregoing.
Aviona.
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FOR BIDS

n

1914.

22,

Sealed bids or proposals will be
received at the office of the County
Clerk of Mora County, at Mora, New
Mexico, until noon Monday, November 9th, 1914, for the construction of
a
steel bric'ge over the
river at Watroua. The bridge
to have a width of sixteen feet and
a length of 375 feet.
Plans and specifications may be
seen at the office of the County Clerk
at Mora, New Mexico, or at the office
of George H, Morrison, civil engineer,
at East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
Copies of plans may be had lrom the
engineer on the payment of a fee of
two dollars to cover cost of making
five-spa-
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OK. f. b. HUXMANN
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYDentist
AL ARCH MASONS Regular convo-jzfssyDental work of bay description al
cation first Monday In each
moderate prices
W$?s& month at Masonlo Temple
Five cents per line each Insellon,
at 7:30 p. m. P. A, Brinegar, Room 1, Center Block. Office Phoaa
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411.
H. P.; F. O. Blood. Secre-tarNo ad to occupy less epace than two
All advertisement
lines
charged
LOCAL TIME CARD
will be booked at epace actually set I.
O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
without regard to number ef words.
4. Meeta eyery Monday
evening at
Cash In advlnc preferred.
their hall on Sixth street All vlsItlDg
East Bound
brethren cordially invite to attend.
Arrive
Deytn
J. Frledenstlne, N. G.; A. T. Rogers,
7:20 p. m..... 7:41 p.
No.
V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl No.
11:51 9.
11:54 p. m
Werts, Treasurer; C, V. Hedgcock, No.
1:11 a. a.
1:25 a. m
WANTED A barber. C. A. Montoya,
Cemetery Trustee.
.
H.-m
!:
1:15
No.
p.
Bridge street.
West Bound
B. p. o. ELKS Meets second and
Arrive
Depart
WANTED A reliable woman for genfourth Tuesday evening of each
1:10
No.
l:It p.
p. m
1....
eral housework. 710 Grand avenue. month Elks" home on Nlntlt street
:4 a.
No.
(:35 a m
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
m
4:81
4:20
No.
p.
p. &
7....
WANTED Reliable woman for gen- are
cordially Invited. Wm. H. Spring- No.
m
tt
1:35
p.
p.
725
street
housework.
Sixth
eral
er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,

rOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

KATES

ADVER-

..

fjjV?
$ZQ

y.

I....
I....

Wanted

7:l

Secretary.
Boarders and roomers by
month, week or day at 718 Lincoln. KNIGHT4 AND LADIES OF SECURGood home cooking.
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
W. O. W. hall. Sixth street, on the
or first and third Mondays
WANTED Work as seamstress
of each
housework. Address 805 Seventh month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
street
Ladles always welcome O. L. Freeman, President; Miss Cora Montague,
Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
MODERN light housekeeping rooms Montague
Assistant Deputy, 1011
with sleeping porchi 1030 Fifth Sixth street, East Lai Vegas, H. tL
street.
L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second and
PIANO for rent, 417 Eighth.
fourth Thursday
evening eaeh
VlslUnt
halL
month at f. O.
FOR RENT Furnished room with or brothers cordially Invited. Howard w.
ctoom hoat. 1022 Dario, Dictator; Harry t. Cutler, secy.
witbnnt hnai-rt- ;
Fourth street

WANTED

Deafness Cannot Be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot

reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deaf
ness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness Is caused by an
Inflamed condition of the mucus lin
ing of the Eustachian Tuba. When
this tube Is Inflamed you have a rum
bling sound or Imperfect hearing, and
when It Is entirely closed, Deafness Is
the result, and unless the inflamma
tion can be taken out and this tube
restored tn ita wnrmol anAhinn, hanr.
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Ca
tarrh, which Is nothing but an In- - FOR RENT OR SALE Typewriters,
flammed condition of the mucous sur
any make; best terms. W. E. Banks:.
faces.
Phone Vegas 101.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu
FOR SALE (Five passenger touring
lar free.
car; top, lamps and generator in
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. 0.
good order $175. Biehl Garage.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for const
You will like their positive action.
pation.
They have a tonic effect on the bowels, and give a wholesome, thorough
Freddie Welsh and Matty Baldwin
to the entire bowel tract.
cleaning
are to meet next Tuesday night at
Stir the liver to healthy activity and
Boston.
keep stomach sweet Constipation,
headache, dull, tired feeling never afCITROLAX
fect those who use Foley Cathartic
CITROLAX
Tablets. Only 25c O. G. Schaefer
CITROLAX
and Red Cross Drug Store. Ad sr.
Best thing for constipation, sour
stomach, lazy liver and sluggish bowA match between Carl Morris and
els. Stops a sick headache almost at
Jess WTlllard Is being arranged by
once. Gives a most thorough and sat.
Pilly McCarney.
isfactory flushing no pain, no nausea.
Keeps your system cleansed,
POSITIVELY MASTERS CROUP
sweet and wholesome.
Ask for
Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
cuts the thick choking mucus, and
Drug Store. Adv.;
clears away the phlegm, Opens up
the air passages and stops the hoarse
Fight fans in Brooklyn are to see cough. The
gasping, strangling fight
Joe Jeanette and Battling Jim Johnfor breath gives way to quiet breathson In a clash soon.
ing and peaceful sleep. Harold Berg,
Mass, Mich., writes :"We give Foley's
FOLEY CATHARTIC TABLETS
and Tar to our children for
Honey
There are, many times when one
It always acts quickly. O.
and
croup
man questions another's actions and
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store
motives.
Men act differently under
Adv.
different circumstances.
The question Is, what would you do right now
BAY STATE C. E. MEETS
if you had a severe cold? Could you
Mass., Oct. 22. At city
Fitchburg,
do better than to take Chamberlain's
hall tonight the Massachusetts state
Cough Remedy? It is highly recombiennial convention of Christian En
mended by people who have used It
deavor opens for a four day session.
for years and know Its value. Mrs.
A. Cook welcomed
O. E. Sargent, Peru, Ind., says, "Cham- Mayor Benjamin
the big gathering and Rev. A. Z. Con
berlain's Cough Remedjr Is worth Its
rad speaks on a timely topic. All of
weight in gold and I take pleasure in the churches of the
city will be
recommending it." For sale by all thrown open to the visitors next Sun
dealers. Adv
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Al Reich Is getting rid of the boils
that prevented his meeting Jim Flynn

To the Public
a
bottle of Chamberlain's
'I
used
in New York.
Cough Remedy last winter for a severe bronchial cough and can cons
Stop Those Early Bronchial Coughs cientiously say that I never took a
WTien your food does not digest medicine that did me so much good,
well and you feel "blue," tired and writes Mrs. G. W. Andrews, Andrews,
Ind. For sale by all dealers. Ady.
discouraged, you should use a little
HERBINE at bedtime. It opens the
bowels, purifies the system and rePILLS
stores a fine feeling of health and en- CHICHESTER
I ll' t AL your Itruvtf lt fr A
ergy. Price 50c. Sold by Central
X I'll!" in K
n4 fcold .nl!lcV
3Lb
Drug Co. Adv.
sealed with
'

x

'w'

...

v

.

V s

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Love at O. R. C. hall, on the second
and fourth Tuesdays of each month at
S
p. m. J. S. Nelson,
Consul; G.
Laemmle,. Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local Deputy. Visiting members are especially welcome and cordially Invited.
FRATERNAL
NO
BROTHERHOOD
102 Meets every Monday night li
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue ai
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are cor
dially welcome. J. T. Buhler, Presl
dent; Mrs. J. T. Buhler, Secretary;
C. H, Baily, Treasurer.

Read The Optic Want Adn.
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A Persistent Question
The question has been asked, "In
what way are Chamberlain's Tablets
superior to pills?" The answer Is,
"They are more mild and gentle In
effect and more reliable. Besides
they improve the appetite, cleanse
and invigorate the stomach, correct
disorders of the liver and leave the
bowels In a natural and healthy condition, while the use of pills, owing
to their drastic effect, is often followed by constipation." For sale by all
dealers. Adv.

SELECT CHAMPLAIN MONUMENT
t
Toronto, Ontario, Oct. 22 The
to Samuel de Champlain, which
is to be rected to commemorate the
visit of the famous explorer to Ontario, has been chosen. When completed the monument will be about 30
feet high. On eacli side of the pedestal are groups illustrating the introduction of Christianity and the work
The pedestal
of the. couriers-du-boiB- .
will be surmounted by a heroic bronze
staitue of Champlain, 12 feet high. The
monument will be unveiled at the
300th anniversary of Champlain's visit,
and the site is at Orillia, Ontario.
moni-umen-

Would You Believe It?
Pcnnlfi often acr.eDt statements with

a sort of mental reservation as much

as to say, "I am not convinced, which
ia to remark that there is no
thing that will so thoroughly satisfy s
you of the excellence of cnamDer-lain'Cough Remedy as a personal
trial. Mrs. John Fishton, Peru, Ind..
who used this remedy in her family
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUK for the past ten years, says of It, "J
Rem- CIL NO. 664. Meets Mcond anf always give Chamberlain's Cough
!dv to my children when sick wun
earth Thursday In O. R. C. hall coughs or colds. I like it better than
Pioneer building. Visiting memben anv other hecause they take it will
are cordially Invited. Richard Devlne ingly and It is free from narcotics. It
has never failed to give immeaiar.e
G. K.; Frank AngeL V. 8.
relief." For sale by all dealers Adv.
--

Cit-rola-

S

v

t

I....

By JOHN GANDERT,
Attest:
Chairman,
TITO MELENDEZ, Clerk.

Optic Office

LEWIS

B.

Osteopathic Physician
Office Crockett Building
munication first Md
In Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5 p. m.
third Thursday
even month. Visiting
Residence Phone Main 384
W - 1
II..
iu- uivuiuib
cuimauj
y
EH 3 MONUMENT CO
vlted. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. 8. Van JONES-BOPetten. Secretary.
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
IS Years practical Experience.
W W. BOWERS.
N
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg--j- i E. A. JONE
ular conclave second Tues-de- y
GEO. H. HUNKER
In each mcnth at Ma
Attorney-at-LaM.
H.
Dr.
7:30
m.
at
sonic Temple
p.
East Las Vegas, New Mexico,
Chas. Tamme, Recorder.
Smith, E.
--

OF MORA

To

CAFF

AND

RESTAURANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

more sufficient sureties thereto,' resi
dents of the County of Mora, condi
tioned for the faithful performance of
said bid or, in lieu of such bonds, a
check certified to the satisfaction of
the County Commissioners will be
acceptable. The said bridge to be
completed on or before three months
from the date of the contract.
Interest at the rate of six per cent
(6 per cent) will be. allowed on all de
ferred payments.
Upon the acceptance of a bid, the
successful bidder will be required to
furnish a bond in the sum of twice
the amount of the bid conditioned for
the faithfuF performance of the contract entered into between the County
Commissioners and uiich successful
bidder.
The County Commissioners of Mora
County reserve the right to reject any
or all bids if they deem it for the
best interest of the County of Mora
so to do.
THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF THE COUNTY

Job Work

LOBBY

o

copies.
All bids must be accompanied by
a bond In the sum of ton per cent
(10 per cent) of the bid with two or

m fti

oe

2,000

pounds
pounds
200 pounds
50 pounds
Less than 50
1,000

lonrta

RETAIL PRICES

or More, each dllvery
to 2,000 pounds, each delivery
to 1,000 pounds, each delivery
to 200 pounds, each delivery
pounda, each delivery

AG'UA PUR

20c per 100 lbs.
100 lbs.
30c per iOO !bs.
40c per 100 lbs.
50c per 100 lbs.

,,.,25c per

COMPANY

A

Harvesters, Storers and- - Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous,.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

IS

riNfl WHAT roil WANT
AND

WANTADSj
SELL

MM

1

YOU

08NT WANT

i
CLASSIFIED ADS search out the pplo to whom among those who
MIGHT BUY the particu larking Is worth most

sis

WORTH MOST to people who
THE PROPERTY you want to
read the ads in this papejrand who never would hear of your
property unless It were aertised here.
OTHERS who read and answe tbe ads in this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay for) pol.s, automobiles, used machinery and
furniture, articles of ie fulness of any sort, musical instru

ments.
WANT ADS are inexpale, get results and EVERYBODY'S
FIED. Try the

SATIS

1
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Pay a year's subscription to the Daily Optic and

get your choice of the following Magazines
For Twelve flonths:
JcCLOBE'S

THE WOMEN'S

MAGAZINE

HOME COMPANION

HIE NATIONAL SPORTSMA

ft

By placing your subscription at once, you can begin with the
January issue of the Magazine of your choice without being
bothered by any possible delay
CALL
BY CARRIER

AT

TIE

OFFICE

The Daily Optic for one year
The Daily Optic and one
Tlagazine for one year

MO

LEAVE

YOUR

1SCIIPT1I

BY MAIL

$7.oo
$7-5-

0

The Daily Optic for one ear
The Daily Optic; and one
flagazine for one year

$6.oo
$6.50

--

jjs

LAS VEGAS DAILY
den change ia Weeghman's plans and
It was said reservationsi had been
Chicago, Oct. 22. When the Federal made
for him with the rest of the
league delegates departed this afterSpeculation had it that Weeghparty.
noon to attend their annual meeting
to Cincinnati was to interman's
trip
New
in
York tomorrow, Charles
view Garry Herrmann, and Charles P.

OPTIC.

OCTOBER

THURSDAY,

MAY BUY CUBS

5.

MUTUAL THEATER

Weeghman, president of the Chicago
owner of the Cuba
club, was not with them, and it was Taft, principal
learned that he had gone to Cincinnati
last night. President Gilraore and the Old Taylor WblsKey and Sherwood
others expressed surprise at the sud Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

First Show Starts at 7.15

"Million

THURSDAY
Dollar Mystery

Fancy Chickens

No. 6."

Thanhouser
"Romance of the Sawdust Ring"
Two-ree-

Concord Grapes

Domino

l

California Grapes
This

We will

Cutler Brothers, insurance.
west corner of Plaza. Adv.

EACH DAY WITH

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
la wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

demonstrate
of coffee
brand
some
i

iha
.

Percolator, the regular price of which is

- - 07.00 - -

mi NECESSITIES

Extra

.

fine Broom

4qc

Phone Vegas

114

REVIVAL LAST EVENING

IN

NEW MEXICO.

LUCILLE

LOVE

HERNANDEZ GETS WARM
SEEN AT THE
GREETING

BROWNE

TWELFTH PICTURE IN THE WON
DERFUL SERIES TO BE HERE
TONIGHT

ONLY

Tonight at the Browne theater will
be shown the twelfth picture of the
B.
- Hernandez, republican candiLucille Love" series. Lucille, again
date for congress, returned this morn- in
possession of the priceless docu
ing from his two-dacampaign in San ments, finds herself a prisoner of the
Miguel county. The meetings every- treacherous
in his San
Loubeque,
where on the itinerary of the popular Francisco house.
is an
Loubeque
candidate were well attended, and last
gored by the continued ibother the
night at Pecos, where there wa a determined
girl has put him to, and
slight feeling of uncertainty among is extremelv
Thn hmioo
he Hernandez leaders, the crowd that i8 attacked
a party under Lieuten
by
.
mm was one or ant Gibson, the man she loves
and
will be disgraced, in company
oipvno
m"alB" m lue Slatewith her father, if Loubeque secures
Jin. Hernandez was at San Miguel: the Danera.
T,henA nrt Ma mm
in. the morning, at San Jose in the!eEn!ine thm,,.t,
t,,
t3
.1
o ft,uti n,in nn A
j.
w (.ttieu, al recos in,rMn e w 1th them Tho Mrl
,

FJczlcrn Waning

C-

y

ill

Although the night was blustery,
the ground wet and muddy, quite a
large number of people found their
way to tlie Baptist church last even
ing and heard Evangelist Hrlmm
for one hour on the" "Loving Father."
Interest in the meeting Is growing
with., every service and the evangel
ists are now readv in hppfn tn dram
in nets and give men an
opportunity
to come to the Saviour.
Last night
three grown men and women confessed Christ when the invitation was
gii en.
The ladies' nraver meeting nirllii
occurs every afternoon at 3 o'clock is
one of the Important factors In the
meeting. The ladies are meeting trom
house to house and praying for the
success of the revival. The evangel
ists are exnectinpsuits because of these prayer meetings. Crimm's sermon last night was
earnest and touching as he told of
the loving Father, and pleaded for
prodigals to come to this loving

VOUNGSIENTO

Your Home Complete
We are Fitting

Out Happy Homes
In Las Vegas
Every Week.

ft

knows there is no economy in
inferior food materials. In flour
particularly she knows the best
Is the cheapest. That is
why so
many up to the times women
use our flour exclusively. A
trial will tell you why in unmistakable terms. Order a sack to..
day.
Ask your grocer for Pure
Quill Flour.

dane-emii-

,,w

.bwu

-

I

..uuouu,
the evening. Notwithstanding

Don't pay rent cn Furniture,
; Bay it at tho smsta pries.
J. C. JOHNSEN & SON.

Las Vega.s Lea.ding Undertakers.

A

BEP1LICAN CLUB

MEETNG
FOR THAT
PURPOSE
WILL BE HELD IN THE
NEAR FUTURE
B.

Catron
Clay-to-

where he will address a mass
meeting this evening in the Hernandez campaign, and who was
to return here in time for a expected
meeting
tomorrow night, will remain in
Clayton to meet Mr. Hernandez and O. A.
Larrazolo, who left this afternoon for
that place.
Mr. Catron will not return to Las
Vegas, but will be in Raton after the
campaign is made In Clayton, and
from there he will go to Chicago on a
brief business visit, after which he
will come to this city for a
big meeting, the date of which cannot be announced at this time.
A movement is on foot here to organize a young men's republican club,
and a meeting will be held either on
Saturday evening or Monday for that
purpose. There are many minor matters that must be settled before the
date can be fixed, but the chances are
that it will occur on one of the evenings mentioned.

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needNon-Ski-

ed for

8T01E REPAIRS

Iist deceived

We are making two freight shipments a week of stove
castings. We
are prepared to furnish repairs for any stove,
furnace, hot water or
steam boiler made, Prompt service.

New Evaporated Raspberries, Loganber- -

I. ries. Currents, Raisens, temon
Peel,
Orsxnge Peel and Cirron
C
HIL uii Ml &

imsm

CO.

WINDOW GLASS

i
STORE

We furnish all sizes of window
glass, price and service guaranteed.
PHONE MAIN 379

il
J

3

"

Lidwlg Wm. Iffeld

Everything

In

Hardware and Furniture.

Next to Bridge.

,

I

TOO BAD!

s

Clean
or Dye

EARLY

your old

FIEASE

YOU

J Las Veis Steam l.aurJry

this time.

CHAS. ILFELD CO.
Agents for Tho Ford

Garments.

WE CAN

didn't get
your FORD out
You

of our last shipment.
We have ordered another car load
of these famous little cars to be
shipped immediately.
Plan on getting your machine

I

LET OS

fOEK CONE AT OUR SEO?

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machirve Shop

"

Evening Eatable

the auto.

GUARANTEED FCR ITS PERFECTNESS

fugi-certai-

Of Tie Best Of

n

ALL

the in-- finds wRpll.
m
clemency of the weather the meetings the loubeque ranch in Mexico. After
HARVEY'S IS OPEN
""6"uul lae couniy nave Deen a tbrilline exneHer.a T.,.ni
Carriage out Saturday morning
huge success. Mr. Hernandez has in an automobile. Loubeque and his Leave orders at
Adv.
Murphey's.
woven his personality
around the 'men
1vp
,,v.
voters here in a way that means a give the order to
Subscribe for The Optic.
shoot at the
and sure majority.
Ithes and "shoot to kill."

Ohe Las Vegas Roller Mills
t lie Home

We make it easy for any
one lo furnish a home
complete. Our large stock
and plan of easy payment
make it so.

FOil

United States Senator T.

GIVE HIM MAJORITY

I

GOD !':

WILL BE who left Las Vegas yesterday for

AT PECOS

PRICES

THERE IS EVERY
INDICATION
THAT THE PRECINCT WILL

g ho

FfvUIT OF EVANGELIST'S PREACH.
ING IS SOULS REDEEMED

,

5

sixth St

'MODERATE

TO-

'

UNDER.TAKERS

EQUIPMENT

Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank

.

Undertaking Co.
511

UP-TO-DA-

FNEST

(&

ESTABLISHED 1876

ad-tnt-

Cut-Eas-

Furniture

vative Bank.

THREE CONVERSIONS AT

NARRATIVE

T'Does Religion Pay?" will be the
subject of the address of Rew Jacob
H. Landau at Temple Monlefiore tomorrow evening. The public is inTonight only, at tho Mutual theater
vited to the services of the temple,
on Bridge street, will be shown the
which will occur at 7:30 o'clock.
Eixth episode in "The Million Dollar
Mystery." So much interest has been
The board of county commissioners aroused in this
interesting motion pic
met this morning In special session, ture serial
that the mere announcefcr the purpole of issuing a procla- ment that one of the
eposides Is to
mation for the election to be held on be shown
crowds the Mutual
always
November 3, and to appoint the judg- to the doors for several
performances.
es and clerks of election in the va
Following is a synopsis of tonight's
rious precincts of the county.
episode:
'
"The Coaching Party of the CounAt the Church of Our Lady of Sor tess."The.
finds Braine and
rows this morning at 30 ocloclc a mar- the countess opening
their failures.
discussing
riage of much interest to the many They discover a strange man watchfriends of the bride and groom occur
ing the countess' apartments. Alarm
red. The bride was Miss Greaorita
ed, they decide they must act quickly.
arela, and the groom, a machinist
They plan another scheme to get not
in the shops of the Santa Pe at this
only Florence, but Jones too. Florplace, Mr. Ricardo P. Romero.
ence is invited by the countess to a
coaching party out to an old mansion
Probate Judge Adelaido Tafoya this
is invited also. The members
orning appointed Thomas J. Ground, of the "Black Hundred"
gather secretJr., administrator In the estate of his ly at the mansion to
out the
carry
fa! her, Thomas J. Ground, Sr., whose
fiendish plan. On th wav the coach- death occurred about six years ago.
party meet Norton. Fearing he
as a real estate transfer ts about to ling
knows not what, he secretly follows
b, made, and as the deceases died The plot progresses-Flore- nce
Is lured
huestate, the appointment of an
-tJ .vv n,Q
t.. v.ujy v ivyii ICOUCO t.lift H.1Umfnistrator was necessary.
La b Tml, Tho t- on horseback, but, being discovered
The record of the mileage .covered
Immediately pursued. Jones stops
u,
bv fearless, hazardous tactics de- rceaujr waerea
ia.....,
by the postoffice department, has re
Irys the pursuers, while Florence and
vealed the fact that one carrier on the Norton
gallop away.
local force walks 12
miles a day.
Never before such amazing action
It is thought that this ia not the high In
moving pictures and more startling
average, and that other carriers will portrayal will appear as each
episode
be found to cover even more ground Is shown at this
theater.
than this in their daily rounds.

Toilet Paper, six rolls
25c
Stove Pipe, each
10c
Elbows
10c
Malleable Stove Lifters, each
i0o
"Wooden Mixing Spoons, each
5c
'
Paring Knives, good quality, each
10c
y
Can Opener, each
5e
Lamp Chimneys, each
10c
Pipe Collars, two for
5o
These are Just a, few of the many values to be found in this store.
Remember our regular prices will always compare favorably with
any
a
"Special" or "Sale" prices.

Page

THE GREAT

'MILLION DOLLAR MYSTERY"
NIGHT AT THE
MUTUAL
THEATER, BRIDGE STREET

AT RIGHT PRICES

ed by this old, strong and conser-

IN

EPISODE

of

MiE BM WIS
THE CASH GROCER
h

2223322!

ANOTHER

marriage license was issued this
morning by the county clerk to Juan
Jose Gutierrez, aged 21, and Deluvina
Arguello, aged 16, both of Las Vegas.

California Soft Shell Walnut

I

Grocer and Baker

F1BST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS
VEGAS. Correspondence is invit-

life.

A

Stearns' STORE

past forty years is extended by the

not devote the whole evening to the
affair. There will be a basketball
game between the teams of the High
school and the Y. MJ. C. A., and Physi
cal Instructor Dowden promises some
nifty stunts on the part of his team.
The dormitory will be open for In
spection, and i.t undoubtedly will prove
interesting to many to see at close
range how the men who live at the
Y. are made comfortable In their home

today.

but during COFFEE WEEK we will sell
to the purchaser of 1 lb of any brand coffee
at the
II

Saturday evening has been chosen

JOHN II. YORK

Councilman N. B. Roseberry, who
has been confined to his home for a
week with a .severe cold, is out again

0

Service based on the facilities
and experience gained during the

for the reason that many people will
be down town shopping, and can run
in for a little while, even if they can

Datenut Butter

3

an-nu-

A

Strawberries

North- -

The Knights o Columbus will hold
a regular meeting this evening at the
O. Rj, C. hall at 8 o'clock.

NEW ELECTRIC THERM AX

special price

Peaches

LOCAL NEWS

is Coffee

TO HOLD

Al

Buckwheat Flour

TONIGHT

STOCKHOLDERS
MEETING
You are hereby notified that the

ROMERO HAD MOST
The count of the vote for candidates
meeting of the stockholders of to the legislature in the republican
OPEN HOUSE the Romero Mining Company will be convention, held at the court house
held at the office of Wm. G. Haydon, last
Monday, is: Secundino Romero,'
in East Las Vegas, N. M., November 102;
Apolonio A. Sena, 69; F. O. Blood,
PUBLC IS INVITED TO VISIT THE 2nd," 1911. Said meeting is called to 64; Manuel Maes 57; Toribio Marti- BUILDING ON SATURDAY
elect officers and directors for the en- nez, 3G; and Placido Sandoval, 17.
EVENING
suing year, and for such other business Tho three names at the head of the
as may properly come before said list are the men who will be on the
Saturday evening the Y. M. C.' A. meetings.
Respectfully yours,
republican ticket on November 3.
will hold open house between 8 o'clock
II. C. DI3 BACA,
and 10:30 o'clock, to which everyone
Secretary.
Subscribe for The Optic.
Is Invited. The houBe will be thrown
wide open; all of the games, box ball,
pool and everything will be free, and
the officers and members will do all
in their power to give the visitors a
good time.

Y.U.U.

Fresh Pure

Bridge St.- -

22, 1914,
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